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DELTA Finalizes Report
By Kevin Fleck
HEIGHTS STAFF

With the completion of a
direction statement for Project
Delta, a plan to improve efficiency, productivity and customer service in all facets of the
University, Boston College will
begin looking at ways of implementing the ideas outlined within
the report.
to
Frank
According
Campanella, executive vicepresident, Project Delta is designed to perform two major
functions.
"It is designed to do two
very simple things," Campanella
said. "One, to reduce cost, and
two, to improve service to our
customers, and by customers we
mean students, faculty, parents
and alumni. The reason we want
to do this is so we can hold down
tuition increases, and at the same
time accomplish all of the good
things that the University wants
to

accomplish."
James Kreinbring, project

manager, said the purpose of the
summary is to serve as a basis
for implementing those goals.
"Reducing cost and improving service are not easily done

together. We wanted to make sure
we had a real solid plan to do
that," Kreinbring said.
According to Kreinbring,
Project Delta was created in part
to stem the rising cost of tuition.
"The cost of higher education is not inconsequential. Tuition is rising too fast,"
Kreinbring said, referring to tuition increases of the 1980s,
where tuition rose at a rate five
to six points above the rate of
inflation. "We know we're not
going to have that level of revenue to provide services. We're
going to have to do it smarter.
We can't crank the tuition level
up the way we did 10 years ago,
no university can. [Under Delta],
tuition won't go down. [But] it
won't go up at the rate it
would've gone without Delta."
To create the plan, BC hired
Andersen Consulting in the
spring of 1996 to work with the
University on producing the recently published direction statement. The statement, Kreinbring
said, "is the plan we will use for
the implementation of things."
The statement outlines the
major findings by BC and
Andersen Consulting in terms of
values of the University, which

includes academic excellence,
Jesuit/Catholic tradition, and financial health and stability, as
well as factors critical to BC's
continued success. These include
processes organized to better
serve customers, continuous
training and development of
staff, and the elimination of nonessential work activities.
"[Project Delta] is a serious
look at the way we're organized
at the present time," Campanella
said. "What we're trying to do is
to look at current processes independently of their organization, and to design the processes
independent of their organization.
can eliminate a lot of
redundancy."
"It looks at how we provide
services for students, at how we
provide services for faculty and
staff. It proposes two new models for those two areas to provide
services in a way that is unified.
We hopeto bring everything to a
level that is stronger," Kreinbring
said.
The major focus of Project
Delta is to eliminate unnecessary work through technology.
"The goal with Delta as
much as possible is to move toward an environment where in-
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Weitz recalls Holocaust horror, p. 3
formation is available electronically," Kreinbring said. "In areas of the University, we provide service that doesn't really
serve a purpose. They're just
there because we've always done
it that way. If we can eliminate

those kinds of things we can
eliminate their cost."
Under the plan, it is hoped
that up to 90 percent ofinformation students need will be availSee DELTA, p. 15

Race Relations Discussed Break-ins Plague
Cleveland Circle
By Karen Palmer
HEIGHTS STAFF

Last Wednesday night, concerned students from a variety of
campus organizations gathered
in the McElroy Conference
Room for a workshop, sponsored
by the AHANA Leadership
Council, to increase sensitivity
concerning race relations among
student leaders and groups.
Steve Pemberton,. senior
assistant director of the Office
of Undergraduate Admissions
and a Boston College graduate,
served as the facilitator for the
open forum that allowed students
to speak candidly about racism
on the BC campus.
He opened the workshop
with a few words about the need
for respect and education. He
said, "One of the things we've
learned from [Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.] is that a threat to justice anywhere is a threat to justiceevervwhere."

He opened the floor for discussion. One of the main topics
included a front-page article
from the October 21 edition of
The Heights describing the suspect in an on-campus robbery as
"a black male with medium complexion, approximately 20 to 25
years old, sB" to 5' 10" tall, with
a slender build."
Corey Watlington, A&S '99,
voiced his objection to the use of
the word "black" in this. "It just
adds to the stereotypes we already have within us,"
Watlington said.
Also discussed was the confusion over the term AHANA
and its uses.
"AHANA is not a thing.
AHANA was created as an acronym to change the word 'minority,'" saidTiffany Mitchell, SOE
'98, a member of the AHANA
Leadership Council.
Also addressed was the fact
that many students remain in
their "comfort zone," or only as-

sociate with people similar to
themselves.
"It's up to the individual to
get out of this place what they
want to get out of it. There are a
lot of good people here,"
Watlington said.
The students then discussed
possible solutions to the problems at BC between different
groups of people. Jenee Palmer,
SOE '98, a member of the
AHANA Leadership Academy,
noted that more participation is
needed at discussions like this in
order to make a difference.
The group stressed the need
for education and suggested solutions such as a required course
for freshmen or a program at
summer orientation.
Pemberton ended the discussion by emphasizing that the
solutions to racial problems at
BC center around effort. He said
society must decide whether it is
going to be inclusive or exclusive.

By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS

A white male is suspected
of illegally entering students'
apartments in the Ayer Road and
Orkney Road areas, according
to Boston College Police Chief
Robert Morse.
Boston Police Division 14
is currently investigating the incidents.
The suspect is described as
a white male in his mid- '30s
with a crew cut and average
build.
The suspect is not accused
of stealing anything from the
apartments, but rather just entering through unlocked doors and
walking around the apartments.
"He is just coming in and
hanging out," Morse said.
The most recent incident occurred on Ayer Road; however,
the same male is suspected of
entering apartments on Orkney
Road on two previous occasions.
"This is the second time we
have put a notice up like this,"
Morse said. "Both times the
doors were unlocked."
The first incident involved
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the suspect entering an Orkney
Road apartment through an unlocked door. The second time,
he entered a residence through a
door that had a key in it. In the
most recent break-in on Ayer
Road, the suspect entered
through an unlocked door early
in the morning and awakened
residents.
A Campus Watch was
posted off-campus on Saturday,
November 16 detailing the incidents and cautioning students to
lock their doors at all times.
Morse advised students to
lock all doors and be aware of
their surroundings. If students
see suspicious activity, Morse
said they should call BCPD immediately.
Although BCPD does not
have jurisdiction over off-campus locations, Morse said the department would assist students
with contacting Boston Police
A blue Campus Watch,
rather than the more commonly
recognized yellow Safety Notice, was posted because the incidents were not seen as a threat
to the entire BC community, according to Morse.

?NEWS: Black man's role on campus
addressed at forum, p. 4.
?MARKETPLACE: BC to implement Email upgrades, p. 12.
?FEATURES: Samaritans provide lifesaving crisis hotline, p. 13.
?SPORTS: Roller coaster season ends,
UNH sweeps BC on ice, p. 17.
?REVIEW: Rent rocks its way into the
Schubert Theater, p. 21.
?OPINION: Capstones key, p. 6.
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BC Student Agencies (and Jack Handey)

If dogs ever take over the earth, I hope when it
comes time to choose a leader they don't go by
size, because I bet there are some chiuaua's
out there with some really good ideas...
If you're going home for Thanksgiving Break, and
you don't think you've mooched enough off your
parents, why not ask for some stuff from BC Student
Agencies? They make cool T-Shirts and care packages. They also help with storage and can send you
on Spring Break! I mean, they're only paying
$30,000 for your tuition. Come on, don't you think
ey
do a
more ? If they don't listen or tell
ou ow touSn was wnen they were young, ask
your grandparents. They live for that stuff...
BC Student Agencies
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Senate Proposes ELP, JSA Present Weitz
to Abolish AFC Holocaust Survivor Describes Life in Death Camps

ing.
"The Board of Trustees is
throwing around a $100 student
activities fee. We're taking an
active role, saying we don't need
$100, we only need $90," said
Minardo in response to suggestions that the increase was too
high.

R

782-6035
Brighton Center

Best

of

What are you
going to be for
Halloween?

out.

Weitz described typhus femost horrible
disease known to man. She spoke
of 16 days through which she
suffered from typhus in a sealed
cattle cart. Without her sister with
her, she said, she would have
been thrown out with the dead
people. Her sister propped her

ver as being the

In one word, describe the Presidential candidates.

when good

people
do
nothing."
?Sonia Weitz,
holocaust
survivor
up to make her look alive.
"He'll set me free, before I
die, I thought, he must be the

Messiah,"
Weitz said, quoting her poem,
The Black Messiah, which described her relief and joy upon
being rescued by an AfricanAmerican soldier. She said she
had never seen a black man before and he had never seen the
pain and suffering he stumbled
upon in those camps.
Following the lecture, Weitz
took this time to further explain
displaced person camps and her
adamant view about educating
the world about the atrocity of
the Holocaust so that it will never
be repeated.
In response to her ability to
come to terms with what she's
experienced, she said that she
will never come accept it but is
anxious about the future. She
said every year she attends a
survivor's conference and that
there is a special bond between
those individuals.
Weitz also expressed hope
for lasting peace in Palestine today.
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Brian McCarthy,
SOE '99

Tim O'Hara,
A&S '98

Nando DiFino,
A&S '00, and Neil
Crawford, CSOM
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can scare people."

"We used to pee in
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Steve Dorsch,
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The proposed Constitutional amendment, sponsoredby
Senate Chair John Minardo, A&S
'97, and Finance Chair William
Rich, A&S '97, calls for the creation of the SOFC, which would
consist of 11 students, who will
be appointedby a board made up
of two deans from the Office of
the Dean for Student Development, a representativeof the Vice
President of Student Affairs, the
outgoing president and vice
president of UGBC, the outgoing chair of Senate and, in the
future, the outgoing chair of
SOFC. All student organizations
that want funding will be required to submit their budgets to
the SOFC in the spring. The committee will then decide upon the
allocation of funds for the coming year.
The independent SOFC will
replace the Activities Funding
Council (AFC), apart of UGBC's
Finance Committee.
"Currently UGBC wastes a
lot of time deciding funding issues," Minardo said. "This will
allow UGBC to return to its initial mission as a representative
and programming body."
Clubs may only petition the

.

will."

The Emerging Leader Program and the Jewish Students
Association presented Sonia
Schreiber Weitz, a Holocaust
survivor, historian, poet, and humanitarian, on Tuesday, November 19.
"As a survivor of the Holocaust, I come from another
world," Weitz said. She said Jews
were condemned to torture and
death for no other reason except
the fact that they were Jewish.
"Not all victims were Jewish, but all Jews were victims,"
Weitz said.
Weitz grew up in Krakow,
Poland, where she lived before
her "six years of darkness" (those
spent in death camps), which
lasted from 1939 to 1945.
"Memories are built on
smells and feelings," she said.
She sh» T ed memories of the
smell of breakfast at her
grandmother's home, followed
by feelings of being one of two
survivors left from a family of
84. This large number of losses,
she said, was not unusual. Her
sister is the other survivor of the
Holocaust.
"Evil flourishes when good
people do nothing," Weitz said.
She stressed that the young must
make the world a better place.
Weitz shared memories of
when she was approximately five
years old. She spoke of her parents discussing possibilities of
leaving Europe and then realizing that there was no place to go,
because no Israel had yet been
created; no one would accept
them.
The Nazi invasion of Poland, Weitz said, marked the
beginning of the end. Sickness,

.

Senators addressed two related pieces of proposed legislation concerning the funding of
student organizations last night.
Senators simultaneously discussed an amendment to the
Constitution, which would establish a Student Organization
Funding Committee (SOFC), and
a resolution to recommend that
the Board of Trustees increase
the student activities fee.
"This is the biggest thing
we've had to tackle all year,"
Andrew Tilli, A&S '99 said.
"This will change UGBC much
more than the new Constitution

request a sum of money for the
entire year.
Some senators were concerned that the SOFC will be less
democratic than the current system because the panel will be
appointed by non-elected representatives. In response, Minardo
clarified that any clubs denied
adequate funding by the SOFC
may petition the Senate, which
will investigate the matter.
"The reason we created
SOFC was because of the huge
cry on campus to give equal treatment to clubs," said Minardo, in
response to criticism of the
amendment. "The amendment
addresses the rights of clubs to
receive money from the student
activities fee. This is what people
in this chamber screamed at the
top of their lungs about last year."
Coupled with the proposed
establishment of the SOFC, was
a resolution that the Senate recommend an increase of the student activities fee from $62 to
$90. According to proponents of
the resolution, this will enable
UGBC to continue its work, but
it will also decrease or eliminate
the need for clubs to conduct
elaborate fund-raising drives.
According toTilli, the suggested
increase is too high; if the funds
allocated to UGBC remain the
same, the amount ofmoney available for student organizations
will quadruple. However,
Minardo responded that the senators' proposed increase is actually less than the amount that the
Board of Trustees is consider-
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hunger and disease every day
described the Krakow ghetto,
later depicted in the film
Schindler's List.
Weitz reflected on life in
the death camps. She recited a
poem written by her for her
mother, killed at the first of six
death camps she lived through.
"When I think ofAuschwitz,
I can smell it," Weitz said, referring to the smell of burning flesh.
She shared several horrific
memories: a woman killed in
cold blood for not working well
enough, a man who was sewn
back together after slitting his
wrists and then hung for trying
to commit suicide, a boy hung
for singing a Russian song, and a
family member hacked to pieces.
Nine years ago she returned to
Auschwitz, and said she still
smelled the burning flesh.
Weitz focused on experiences she encountered throughout those six years. She spoke of
being thrown in a cattle car with
140 other women and having to
claw for space, of being forced
to march in the snow with 60,000
people and watching people drop
half-frozen, and of waiting 14
hours during roll call while thousands of people were inspected
and humiliated.
Throughout these countless
hours, she wrote poems in her
head and fantasized about home
and food, all the while watching
diseased corpses being thrown

By Alexandra Furger

.

AFC when they need money for

By Sarah Yu
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Josh Vadala,
CAIT 'OQ

"A philosophy of "That would be one
Star Wars course too many 900 numbers this month.."
taught by Yoda."

The views expressedin Voices from the Dustbowl do not necessarily represent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff.
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Sophomores Feel Apartment Search Anxiety
By Cassie Martin
HEIGHTS STAFF

Sophomore Tricia Yarger realized that, shortly after moving
into her four-person suite on
Lower Campus, she would have
to begin the search for housing
off-campus for her junior year.
"I think it's ridiculous that
housing is happening so soon.
Last year was enough to deal
with in March. Ithink it's absurd
that we have to run around in
October and November to find a
place to live in for next year,"
Yarger, CSOM '99, said. "Regardless, I did it because it was
somethingthat needed to be done
in order to secure a good place."
Like many sophomores,
Yarger signed her lease early,
securing an Cleveland Circle
apartment in the beginning of
October. Fluorescent flyers
stuffed into McElroy's mailboxes and under the doors of
sophomore dormitories has indicated that the annual rush for
off campus apartments has begun.
In effort to advise those students, often confused and bewil-

dered with finding an apartment,
the Boston College Off-Campus
Housing Office sponsored three
Housing Fairs, offering students
both legal advice and common
sense tips when searching for an
apartment.
The first, held on November 14, was held with only students and the property owners;
realtors were not involved in the

fair.

In addition, there

will
which realtors and
be present to show the houses
and apartments still available for
owners

rent.

Most sophomores seem to
feel the same rush that Yarger
felt. Administrators in the Office of Off-campus Housing said
this clamor for apartments is often unnecessary.
"It is like this every year,"
Marianne Falzone, assistant director of Off-Campus Housing,
said. "Granted, this appears to

International
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evening workshop on November 21 for students to learn how
to deal with the process of finding an apartment.
The final housing fair will
be held on January 22 and 23, at
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Housing. In fact, students can
contact the office for any information on lawyers and realty
laws prior to and after the signing of a lease.
"Itis importantthat students

As a sophomore living on
College Road, Brian Wyatt, A&S
'99, said he and his roommates
wanted to insure they would be
living in their first choice for an

\
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there just what it's like. For instance, address questions of heat,
water pressure, bugs, landlord
availability. Don't hesitate to find
out everything about a place
remember, it's where you are
going to live all next year,"
Falzone added.
Many students are taking the
advice from the Housing office
and are cautious when searching
for an apartment.
"With rent being so ridiculously high in the surrounding
BC neighborhoods, it's important to look and sign early in
order to find a place that is somewhat worth the rent," Elizabeth
Prassas, A&S '99, said. "Yes,
it's early, but it's necessary. It's
something we need to do so that
we can live in a nice place, in a
nice neighborhood for a nice
?

take the time toread the booklets
on 'The Tenant's Commandments'and 'AConsumer's Guide
to Tenant's Rights.'They have a
lot to offer to students embarking on the off-campus experience," Falzone said.
"The Tenant's Commandments" and"A Consumer's
Guide to Tenant's Rights" are
pamphlets offering students basic legal information and are
available in the Office of Uni-

apartment next year.

"It's important for us to get
it out of the way. After last year's
housing lottery being such a
headache, we decided housing
for next year was important to
us. Consequently, we signed
early on," Wyatt said.
The Office of Off-Campus

Housing strongly urges students
to take a deeper look into the
legal aspects of signing a lease.
Legal services can be extremely
beneficial both before and after
one has signed the lease, according to the Office of Off-Campus

versity Housing.
"One of the best ways to
find out exactly what kind of
place you're looking into is to
ask the people that are living

price."

Forum Dispels Stereotypes
blacks, there is an elite, made of
whites that governs the country.
"As far as I'm concerned,
the average white person is not
doing anythingto you. There is a
certain elite sect that happens to
be white that controls the country," Burnett said.
Burnett continued, saying
that the media was a "tool of the
elite." He pointed out that the
media promotes negative stereotypes, while rarely focusing on
positive aspects of black soci-

in attendance what a more proper
definition might be and how to
go about changing the common
stereotypes. Burnett first addressed the audience by stating
that 25 percent of the black male
population is in jail, and that
black on black crime is stagger-

By Mike Prospero
HEIGHTS EDITOR

Combating commonstereoabout black males, the
Black Student Forum (BSF) held
a discussion last Wednesday to
types

/fi£ihv?\u25a0£

,^^/

be unnecessary this early on. Yet,
the minute one person signs, the
domino effect comes into play."

define the role of black men in
today's society.
The forum was moderated
by Kashleigh Greenwood, A&S
'98, president of BSF, and two
Boston University students, Justin Onyeagoro and Dale Burnett.
Noting that black males are
traditionally viewed by society
as athletes, drug dealers and entertainers, the moderators of the
forum asked the 50 or so people

ing.

"Just the fact that we're killing our own makes no sense, and
we should be filling that role
with positive images," Burnett
said. "You have to say 'I'm a
black man. What is that?'"
The issue of white privilege
was also raised by Burnett, who
said that while the typical white
person is not doing anything to

ety.

"Nobody will say how many
neighborhoods 2Pac Shakur has

See CULTURAL, p. 15
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Lecture Addresses Salvadorian Sweatshops
unpaid for one month's work.

By Dave Appleyard
HEIGHTS'STAFF

Last Friday in Gasson Hall,
Ana Maria Romero spoke about
the conditions of sweatshop
workers through her experiences
in the GABO maquiladora, a
garment factory in El Salvador
that manufactured clothing for
Sears-Roebuck.
Romero began to work at
the age of seven as a domestic
servant and went to work in the
GABO factory in 1994.
She described the conditions
that included working from
"seven in the morning to seven
at night. Three times a week we
were obliged to work till midnight," Romero said.
According to Romero, the
pay for one 12-hour shift was the
equivalent of $4.50 in US dollars.
Romero also testified to the
emotional abuse that she suffered
from her bosses when she be-

came pregnant.
"Ireceived many insults and
pressure from my coordinator
and I ended up losing my pregnancy. I had six and a half months
ofpregnancy. This is what motivated me to fight," Romero said.
In March of last year,
Romero and her co-workers
united with the Union of GABO
Workers in response to the death
of a co-worker.
This event was unifying
because it was a result of misuse
of public health care funds by
maquildora bosses.
"Many of the workers came
this was something
together
that inspired us," Romero said.
The public health coverage
...

only happening in El Salvador.
It is happening in the United
States and other countries."
"We don't want to spend another
Christmas with nothing in our
houses. Our children have to eat,
this is our fight," Romero said.
The Peace and Justice Coalition of Boston College sponsored this lecture.

Romero addressed the Salvadorian government's lack of
support for the workers strike.
"They had their strike for
16 days. They slept in the street
for 16 nights and the president of
El Salvador came on TV to denounce what they were asking
for," Romero said. "This is not
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?
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ACE
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Catholic Education
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HAGAM

Romero lectured on exploitation in global sweatshops.
system in El Salvador, through
work to attend the funeral of this
social security, mandates that co-worker. The response of the
bosses to this request was '"she
employers sign up their workers, deduct social security from
was already dead and it didn't
their paychecks and then pay into matter.' We decided to go. The
the government program so that following day when we went to
workers can receive medical
work we were fired," Romero
care.
said.
When Romero's co-worker
Romero added, "To our
required medical attention, she bosses it was something very
was ordered not to go to the sosimple ? for them, when one
cial security offices by the person dies another 100 arrive to
work. The same day at 12 noon
maquildora bosses. Romero's coworker went against this order we organized our first strike beand found that none of the workcause it was for a just cause."
ers in the GABO maquildora had
This strike was successful
been signed up for social secuin achieving many demands of
the workers. It made things so
rity. Consequently, she was denied medical attention and died.
difficult for the maquildora
Romero and her co-workers
bosses that they fled the country,
requested permission to leave leaving Romero's co-workers
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Capstone program needs expansion
Capstone ? The final or crowning stroke; culmination.
Each fall, approximately 2,225 teenage freshmen enter the gates of Boston College for
more than just a college education, but for the experience of college life. BC welcomes these
students with programs such as the First Year Experience, the Freshman Writing Seminar and
the Perspectives program, to ensure every young BC student the opportunity to learn,
firsthand, the life lessons a Jesuit education can offer its student body.
By developing and promoting such programs as 48 Hours and the PULSE program,
Boston College has remained true to its Jesuit foundations by culminating all aspects of the
whole individual: intellectual, emotional and spiritual.
In 1990, James Weiss founded and became the director of the Capstone program.
Capstones were developed in order to "address the struggle to integrate crucial areas of life:
work relationships, society, and the search for higher meaning." In six years, these experimental courses have become among the most popular offered by the University. Capstones were
intended for second-semester juniors and seniors who wish to use their Jesuit education for
more than just an avenue to the professional world.
Capstone courses have become exactly that which James Weiss aspired for them to be: the
final stroke, the culmination of a Boston College education.
With classes of, at most, twenty students, Capstone courses offer seniors the opportunity
for intimate discussions and contemplation of life after college. Seniors who have had the
fortune to take a Capstone course before they graduate have felt and expressed a certain sense
of closure to their careers at Boston College.
The only problem which faces the Capstone curriculum today is its intense popularity.
Taught by some of the most popular professors of the University and featuring syllabi full of
reflection papers and philosophical meditations, Capstones offer most BC upperclassmen
what seems to be the perfect class.
However, Capstones offer more than just an opportunity for seniors to top off their careers
as undergraduates. Capstones are popular because they promote every doctrine and commitment BC ingrains into students from the moment they arrive on campus. Seniors can leave
Boston College with a firm idea of their spirituality, their intellect, and most importantly, their
identity as young adults.
Capstone courses close within the first two hours of senior registration, often denying all
interested students the opportunity to participate in this fulfilling experience.
This is precisely the reason the Capstone program should be expanded to give every
Boston College senior the chance to enroll in a Capstone class.
Due to departmental restrictions, many professors who have expressed interest in
teaching a section of a Capstone course have been constricted, due to responsibilities and
obligations as chairpeople and professors. These educators have been denied the chance to
teach a Capstone course because they are considered crucial in their respected disciplines and
therefore, unable to offer their intellect to such a promising program.
Boston College is committed to the development of the entire individual. It seems
somewhat hypocritical to stress the full integration of the high school senior into the new
environment of college life by funding the strong freshman programs mentioned above, while
severely limiting that same opportunity to seniors at this institution who will soon be entering
the professional world.
With adequate funding and promotion, the Capstone programs can and will be as
successful and integral to the Boston College experience as the Freshman Orientation and the
Freshman Writing Seminar.
The seniors, in every registration period, demonstrate their strong belief in the Capstone
program. This alone should show the administration the high level of commitment the Boston
College upperclassmen possess to fulfilling and completingtheir missions as fully integrated
students.
The administration would serve its students and itself by expanding the Capstone
program, not by larger classes, but by more sections and more professors.
Boston College would not only provide the entering student the opportunity to learn and
experience all that BC has to offer, but also the chance to impart the vision of how students
may apply what the University has given them to their surrounding community. If the
University fails to expand Capstone courses and similar programs, it is depriving countless
students of the true purpose of a Jesuit education.

Letters

to the

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be consideredfor publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year ofgraduation, and phone number
(for verification purposes only).
Letters may also be submitted by e-mail at tholen@cleo.bc.edu
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

Dear Boston College Students:

I want to bring you up-todate on the University's response

to illegalbettingby our students,
and to tell you about the steps we
now need to take.

The District Attorney has
completed his inquiry, and our

internal review committee is
evaluating information received
from his office as well from our
own efforts.
This information will be
used to determine decisive and
fair sanctions for those athletes
involved and for student bookmakers. Next we must discuss
why our standards and trust were
violated and find ways to assure
that these violations neverrecur.
This will require input from students, faculty and staff.
It is clear that illegalbetting
is a problem on our campus.
While I am well aware of studies
which show that twenty-five percent of college students regularly and illegallybet on sports,
Boston College, as a Jesuit and
Catholic university, is committed to the highest ethical values.
We need now to examine how
we, as individuals and as members of a community pledged to
high standards, respond to the
pressures of a society that does
not hold to those standards, respond to the pressures of a society that does not hold to those

standards, or
recate them.

that may even dep-

I and others at BC are working as quickly as possible to ad-

dress all these issues, and I will
brief your UGBC leaders as soon
as time allows. In the meanwhile
I invite you to talk among yourselves about these concerns and
also with your professors, chaplains, counselors, and parents.
They have experiences and wisdom which may be valuable to
you, and I'm sure they will want
to hear your thoughts and feelings.
I know that Boston
College's good name is important to each of you. It is important to me as well, and as your
president I will do all I can not
only to safeguard BC's reputation but to enhance it. We may be
disappointed today in the behavior of some members ofour community, but we remain a strong
and vibrant institution, made up
of people who care about each
other and who are pledged to
excellence and integrity in all
areas.

My best wishes to each of
you for a blessed Thanksgiving
reunion with your families.
Sincerely,

William P. Leahy, SJ
President

Recent letter's arguments
about racism disputed
To the Editor:

and that these white athletes have
been punished to the same exI am writing inresponse to a tent as the black ones. More imletter written by Tina Hall in the portantly, three of the four playNovember 18 issue of The
ers originally named were in fact
Heights. In her letter Ms. Hall
guilty. Speight's name was
claims that racism is the central cleared and he could have reissue of the recent football scanturned to his spot on the team.
As for her argument that the
dal. Ms Hall could not be more
white players had more time to
wrong.
begins
Hall
her
arguMs.
deal with the scandal, that is also
ment by saying that head coach,
incorrect. They knew only what
they themselves had done, and
Dan Henning, is at fault. Althoughhis on-field decisions can were not even sure what kind of
questioned,
be
he cannot be held penalties they would face. Ms.
directly responsible for players' Hall also claims that BC stuactions off the field. She takes dents couldn't wait to make
several unwarranted personal "crass, rude remarks" to the athshots at Coach Henning, insinuletes. BC fans are often fickle,
ating that he will be fired and but never have I seen anything
later stating that he is a "betting but support for athletics here.
man." How does Ms. Hall have
Ms. Hall's most ridiculous
so much information about
point comes when she asks to
Coach Henning's employment know the names of the bookies
responsible. Bookmaking is
status and his personal habits?
Ms. Hall then goes on to blame against the law. Perhaps these
Coach Henning for smearing people's names have been kept
Kiernan Speight's reputation. private for their own safety. PerCoach Henning did not lead a haps students were not even the
witch hunt for specific players, ones taking the bets. How does
white or black. He merely reMs. Hall know this is a result of
ported rumors of gambling on "white privilege"? Ms. Hall is
onlylooking to create more conthe team to his superiors. Kiernan
Speight was wronged, but not by
troversy. With time this incident
Henning,
Coach
or as a result of
will be forgotten. Trying to blame
any racist plot.
it on racism at BC is misplacing
Ms. Hall rants on about how the blame, not to mention childHenning did not stand by his ish.
players and allowed their names
The real problem lies not
to be dragged through the mud.
with Coach Henning, or racism
Does she think one man can conat BC, it is a result of the proliftrol the voices of"the mass meeration of gambling on our coldia feeding frenzy?" Ms. Hall lege campuses. University adcontinues by telling us that the
ministrations have to stop lookfour black athletes original ing away. Gambling is just as big
named were stigmatized, while a problem at college as drinking
the seven white athletes were or drug use.
protected from the media. She
must realize thai all the names
Joseph McHugh
were not known from the start
A&S '99

Have an opinion that you want to
voice? Write a letter to the editor.
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Things to be thankful for
later, the Hurricanes helped give
closure to a BC season that can
only be characterized as a "long
bomb."
Another thing for which I
can give thanks is that I will
actually be able to eat real food
for 4 or 5 days. My roommates
and I have somehow been surviving on the Rat for lunch and
Celeste pizzas at night. Man, that
rat food. No,
Rat food is like
more like fried Drain-O, considering everyone who eats it is
forced to make a bee-line to the
restrooms. They should save us
all a little time and start that long
line right next to a stall or two.
Something I'm not thankful
for is finals. This little break is
misleading. It's like, "Hey, go
home and relax. Get stuffed.
Then come back and get kicked

Tom Masterman
Put in the turkey and break
out the cranberry sauce, a much
needed break is here. It's time to

drop whatever you've picked up
and relax, stepping away from
the daily grind for a moment of
reflection.
It being Thanksgiving and
all, I thought I'd share a few
things I'm thankful for, along
with some other items for which
I really can give no thanks.
One thing I'm thankful for
is that the BC football season is
finally over. Scandal schmandal,
suspensions suschmensions.
Twelve years ago, a BC Hail
Mary pass ruined a terrific Miami season and, twelve years

...

ered, this is acharacter issue, my
friend. Have fun at Kansas or
UMass (hee ha) winning a (ho ha
hee) national championship!
Lastly, jokes aside, and ignorant, racist, snobby, and selfish people way aside, there are
some serious problems on campus. Hopefully, after break, students and administration will
survive their tests, and everyone
will have reason to be thankful.

that I do. I never knew wealthy
people could be so classless, so
cheesy, or so cheap. Well, I did,
but I thought they would grow
out of it after college.
On a positive note, I just
want to thank the BC admissions
team for ruining ours. 790 on the

SATs? No, no, forget that dumb
jock, we only want 820 geniuses
and above for our sports teams.
What's that, 960? Whoa, whoa,
but it says here his uncle's friend
once wore a Notre Dame
sweatshirt while skipping a Holy
Day of Obligation. All consid-

Please Recycle
The Heights

When you can
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then you will
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and not so thankful for

in the stomach."
The BC dating scene gets
no thanks, either. No, no, waking up next to someone you met
at Kinda Great Scotts does not
constitute a date. Neither is meeting for a group project; nor is
anything associated with the
dance floor at 835. Ho hum, looks
like the cable bill's going up
again.
No thank-you, also, for my
new job. I thought valet parking
would be glamorous. Can you
say SLAVE LABOR?
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wilh an Annual Percentage Rate
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NCAA Field Hockey Final Four
Boston College played host to the NCAA Field Hockey Final
Four this past weekend. North Carolina defeated Princeton in
the final 3-0 on Sunday. The Tar Heels defeated Northeastern 2-1 in one semifinal Saturday, while Princeton defeated Old
Dominion in the other semi. National Champion North Carolina Finished the season with a record of 23-1.
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Richard Blake, SJ, Speaks on Bergman Films
Bergman's foreign works popular in 1950s and 1960s

HEIGHTS STAFF

years
ago, where he studied Bergman
as part of his discertation..
"Bergman was all the rage.
Actually, anything in Swedish,
anythingangst-ridden was popular at that time," Blake said.
"His name remained associated with the brooding religious films he made in the 1950,"
he added.
Although he was born in
Sweden and produced films that
had to be subtitled to be understood in English, Bergman
gained immense popularity with
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films in the 19505.
"Bergman didn't break into
the US market until Summer in
Monaco was released in 1953,"
Blake said. "His popularity
peaked with The Seventh Seal in
1957. He raised the European
director to

resume:

Equal Opportunity Employer

regard ing

were superb, quotable, literary works.

They dealt with serious questions that

could be discussed in
courses like theology. His religious
interests set him
apart from his contemporaries in the

?Richard Blake ;us."

domestic and

Blake disagrees with the

foreign-made films.

"The '50s

were the greatest
film paradox in history. Foreign
was art. Hollywood was trash,"
Blake said. "On the other hand,

common belief that most of
Bergman's later work is seen by
many to be secular in comparison to his earlier films; he said
he believes those themes are still
present in his more recent films.

the French at this time discovered the genius of American films

a,.
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mother/daughter relationships
and marital problems, Blake sees
religion embedded within.
"Yohan [in Scenes from a
Marriage] represents the typical
Bergman anti-hero searching for
meaning in life. His wife's love

is relentless. He needs it for salvation but can'treceive it," Blake
said.
Blake went on to parallel
Yohan's struggle for meaning
with Bergman's own struggle
with God and religion.
"Is God really dead for
Bergman? Or is he still out there,
lurking in cold, Swedish fog?"
Blake asked.
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cial."
God, Lutheranism still permeIt was this type of thinking ates his mindset," Blake said.
that made Bergman so popular
He once said, 'God spoke
with intellectual film viewers in and God said nothing. It was a
calming message.' Bergman
the 1950s and 19605.
"Bergman is the favorite seems to have written a eulogy
filmmaker
for for a God who once seemed to
were people who didn't possess him."
like movies," Blake
Despite Bergman's later fogreatest
said. "His scripts cus on more secular issues like

superstar sta-

|RH Ip

(617) 437-9773

we were dismissing as superfi-

his

k

time in graduate school 30

On a dreary Tuesday afternoon, Richard Blake, SJ, spoke
of the films of Ingmar Bergman,
a Swedish director of such films
as The Seventh Seal and Scenes
from a Marriage.
Blake, currently at work on
a book about Bergman, focused
on the religious aspects and symbolism of the director's films.
"Thank you God, for a perfect day to reflect on Ingmar
Bergman," Blake said
Blake's knowledge of
Bergman films seems from his

"Bergman was the son of a
Although he
seemed to no longer believe in

Lutheran minister.

'
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Duncan Argues Against Euthanasia BC Briefs
By Emily Christner
HEIGHTS

STAFF

On November 20, at a lecture sponsoredby Partnership for
Life, constitutional lawyer
Dwight Duncan spoke on
whether physician-assisted suicides should be protected by a
constitutional law.
"We are poised at a critical
point in our nation's history,"
Duncan said. "It's a time when a
classical moral absolute is really
up for grabs.
"The moral absolute is the
taboo against the direct taking of
innocent human life," he added.
"The claim is made
by
advocates of physician-assisted
suicide that we really need to get
safeguards in place," Duncan
said. "If this is going to be happening, it should be regulated
and out in the open."
According to Duncan, safe...

...

guards are a problem as a matter
of principle and as a matter of

practicality.
"These things in fact, will
not and cannot work," Duncan

said. According to Duncan, these
principle and practical objections
include the fact that classical,
moral and theological arguments
may not be very effective in this
area.

Although many people insist that a safeguard of the bill
would be that it only applies to
the terminally ill, Duncan feels
that this limitation would not
hold up.
The courts in some instances
have said that it also applies to
people in persistent vegetative
states. Duncan added that
Kevorkian does not limit his
cases to the terminally ill.
"There is also the conceptual problem of the terminally ill
Everybody is terminal,"
Duncan said. "Physicians are not
particularly adept at determining how long a person has to
live. Often times they make mistakes ..."
Duncan feels that "terminally ill" is an elusive term and
that statutes around the country
define it differently.
Other limitations would re...

strict assisted suicide to voluntary requests by competent

people.
"The fact is, this is not actually what we're getting," Duncan
said. "We're also dealing with
euthanasia, or mercy killing.
Somebody determines that somebody else's life is not worth living."
Duncan said thatclinical depressionis not a terminal illness.
It is almost always treatable, and
so is pain. According to Duncan,
when someone is not depressed
or in pain, that is when a person
changes his mind.
"This is a choice that ends
all choices. This isn't about creating choices, it's about ending
choices," Duncan argued. "It's a
final decision."
"It's a reason for pause before we violate as a society, the
principle against the direct taking of human life," Duncan said.
"Once you violate this principle
where will it end?"
According to Duncan, this
notion of deciding on your own
death lets people feel a sense of
...

control; however, this is a false
sense of control. He said people
do not choose when we came
into this world and will not
choose for the most part when
we will die.
"The right to die with dignity essentially exists in choosing your poison," Duncan said.
Duncan said the age of
medical care is being increasingly dominated by economic
concerns.

He argued that it is easier
and cheaper to poison someone
than to care for them. It is for
this reason that Duncan feels that
physician-assisted suicide and
euthanasia must never be allowed.
According to Duncan, the
briefs filed against the concept
of physician-assisted suicide are
very powerful , and he is optimistic that the Supreme Court
will decide in their favor.
"I think the debate will be
won or lost in this coming year,"
Duncan said. "It behooves everyone to become familiar with
[this topic]."

Athletes Visit Children in

Hospital

On

Tuesday, November 12,
four varsity athletes visited
the Children's Hospital and provided an entertainment program
for many sick children. The athletic ensemble included track and
field team member Katie
Benestadt, A&S '97, field
hockey player Sarah Egnacyk,
CSOM '97, baseball player
Sonny Nictakis, A&S '99, and
Rob Fipp, A&S '97, of the lacrosse team. The program was
the brainchi Id of Marisa Annino,
SOE '99. Annino said that after
volunteering at the Eastside Pediatric Center in Los Angeles, an
institution that works with the
athletic program of the University of California at Los Angeles
to bring in athletes to entertain
the patients, she said she wanted
to establish a similar program at
BC. At the hospital, the athletes
participated in the mid-day show,
a 45-minute entertainment program for the children.
All of the athletes brought
their sports equipment and the
children were able to ask questions and play with the equip-

Children who were healthy
enough were able to be instructed
on a "hands-on basis," while
those who were in their rooms
were able to call down and pose
questions for the athletes.
"I've spent time in a
children's hospital myself as a
patient, so I know what it's like.
It is important for the kids to see
normal, healthy people,"
Nictakis said."We were invited
into these children's lives as
Boston College students and although it was for a very short
time, 45 mioutes, that brief time
can bring a smile to a child's
face," Annino added.
?Kelly Day, Heights staff
ment.

Because

all-nighters
arerft always
in
the library
spent

Fulton Debate Ranked in the
Top 20

The

Fulton Debate Society is
ranked as the 17th best overall debate program in the nation,
according to the fall 1996
rankings compiled by the National Debate Tournament (NDT)
ranking system. The ranking system allocates points based on the
best two performances of a debate squad at eight tournaments
in the course of the season. This
year's rankings include the performances of 145 schools competing in the NDT debate. In
past years, these competing organizations compiled several
rankings, as they debated different debate topics.

Candlelight Vigil For World
AIDS Day

The

It's everywhere

you want to be!

HIV/AIDS Prevention
Peer Education Network is
holding a candlelight vigil for
World AIDS Day on Wednesday,
December 4, at 4:30 p.m. on
O'Neill Plaza. There will be featured speakers, and performances by BC Sharps, The
Bostonians and The Acoustics.

Experiencing God II

The

Jesuit Community at Bos
ton College invites students

to "Experiencing God II,"
OVii> USA. Inc. 1995

a con-

tinuing series of conversations
at St. Mary's. The conversation
will be led by William Hart
McNichols, SJ, Icongrapher in
Residence. It will be held on
December 3, at 7 p.m. at Saint
Mary's Chapel.
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Personal Care Attendant needed for female disabled graduate student. Care is
needed for a variety of shifts and tasks
from swimming and exercising to care in
my home (Boston area). Sensitivity, responsibility, flexibility as well as the willingness to follow directions are essential.
Good pay and some flexibility of hours.
Willing to train. Call 445-5813 and leave
a message.

Attention all Spring 1997
Junior Year Abroad Students!!!
The Office of First Year Experience
is looking for highly motivated
and qualified students who are
interested in becoming

Orientation Leaders for the

summer of 1997.

*

?

We are looking for student leaders
who possess the skills to work with
faculty, staff, incoming students and
their families to make Summer
Orientation 1997 a positive and
meaningful experience.
Stop by the office of
First Year Experience in
O'Connell House 109 for

Burritos & Tacos To Go!

more information and to
pick up an application.
Final applications for JYA students
are due Monday,
December 2, 1996.

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner
Brookline 739-7300
?

?

,

?
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Power

Macintosh"76oo

T32MHz/'I6MBRAM/I.2GBmCD-ROM
Now $2,554

$150 to get
Macintosh* 5400
RAM/1.6G8/BXCD-ROM
built-in display/keyboard
/s''
Now $1,685
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Apple* Co|or StyleWriter* 2500
'Up to 720x360 dpi

1

"

Now $315

|,

done faster.
«

Apple* Multiple Scan 14 Display Now $295
Apple* Multiple Scan 15 Display Now $395

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
R>r a limited time, you can snag a $150rebate from AppleComputer when you purchase a Macintoshpersonal computer and an Apple" printer.Just make tracks for your campus computerstore and pick up
some 0 f the most innovative technology in existence. Belter still, using a Mac' means getting stuff done
a whole lot faster. Which should open up your schedule for thereal important things. Like sleeping.
Boston College Tech Products Store
Gasson Hall, Room 15 or call 552-8563
Open Mon.-Fri. 10am-4pm

www.bc.edu/bc_org/tvp/compstor
Prices above

kniavssibL-hindilTtiM'uilh/tis/lMin.liikmnm

are subject

to

5% sales tax

1
Wall Street Watch
Even though unemployment claims

surged by 17,000 last week,
economists believe this is not a sign
of a declining job market.
Wall Street Journal, 11/23/96

Marketplace
Careers Technology

JL Business
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CityScape Tripod offers practical advice for Generation Xers
By Tricia Campbell

Suzanne Mentone
? FOR THE HEIGHTS

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Mmm
Facts: 16th largest metropolitan area in the U.S. with a
population of 2.4 million.
Averaee annua! snowfall:
49.6".
Ranked thirdbest city to live
[in {Money Magazine, 1993).
Homeof 30 Fortune 500 co»'

?

?

?

mpanies.
22 lakes in the metro area.
Business & Economy: Minneapolis is the largest city in
Minnesota, a state renowned
for its agriculturalproduction." ;
Its strong foundation in agriculture has made this city the
home to several food-related
corporations, including General Mills and Land O'Lakes.
Minneapolis is also a city of
technology and boasts cutting
edge companiesincluding3M,
Honeywell, and Control Data.
;

»

tmityto the Mayo Clinic, one
of the foremost hospitals in
the United States, ensures Ipat

medicine is also 8 big business. Minneapolis has one of
the largest concentrations of
I -urgical, medical, and dental
instrument manufacturers in
tic country,"prompting Bust-'
\hess'iiVeek'to nickname Min-.
neapolLs "Medical Alley."
Minneapolis has the 16th
highest per capita income in

ihe United States and is also
one of the top ten citiesfor job
growth. The job market is quite
diverse, running the garrtut

from high technology to agriculture.
The music industry is also
thriving here. Minneapolis is
the birthplace of hands such as

The Replacements andPrince.
Prince's recording studio,
Paisley Park, is located here,

j

as are three nightclubs owned.

by him.

Producers Jimmy Jam
Lewis, who
produced such hits as Janet
Jackson's'Rhythm Nation, axe,
based in Minneapolis as well.

l<e;wis and Terry

Culture

&

Entertainment:

Minneapolis, "the city

<>i

lakes," is home to many out-

doorenthusiasts. In the sumboating and 'fishing are

mer,

I

j skating
coajntori

iceand ice-Fishing are

in the winter.

' Throughoutthe year, residents can be found running,
biking, and rollerbladtng
around the city's lakes. Several small downhillski resorts

[arc locatedright outside of the'
< city, and the surrounding nature preserves offer great

ski trails.
Since Minneapolis is the
birthplace of the indoor shop-

cross-country

ping mall, it is fitting that the
largest shopping mall in the
world is located in a surrounding suburb. The Mall of
America ha- someihine foreveryone with4oo stores, a seven
acre indoor theme park, .1:4
movie screens, numerous bars
j ami restaurants, and even a
See CilyScape. p.

12|

Most people will agree that
college is one of the best times in
life, and that it gets better and
better as each of your four years
goes by. However, this happiness brings with it a bittersweet
realization
each day, month,
week, year of college may get
better, but it also brings us closer
and closer to the time when we
will have to enter ?gasp!
the
real world.
?

?

Web Watch
This realization brings most
people to a state of panic. How,
we wonder, will we ever survive
the transition? How will we
handle the incredible responsibilities of holding down a real
job, managing our own money
even having a family someday?
It's enough to stress out even the
most motivated and prepared
college student.
However, we Generation
Xers need fear no more. A new
interactive media company
known
as
Tripod,
www.tirpod.com, has been created just for us, expressly for the
purpose of answering all of those
scary questions we find ourselves
wondering about as graduation
looms closer and closer.
Tripod, Inc. was founded in
1992 by Bo Peabody, its 25-yearold President and CEO. Right
now, Tripod consists of a web
site, created by and for young
people in transition from college
to the real world, that boasts a
membership of 60,000 and is
growing fast. In fact, the web
site has been so successful, with
10,000,000 hits a month, that it
plans to launch a print magazine
in September 1996.
Margaret Gould Stewart,
Tripod's Creative Director, says,
"Our members come to Tripod
for important and relevant information that will help them make
decisions about their lives."
Tripod's web site is divided
into three main sections: Work
and Money, Politics and Community and Living and Travel.
On each page, a subtle taupe
background is accentuated by
simple but appealing graphics
marking the various features and
services available to the reader.
In the Living and Travel
section, regular features include
Ask the Doctor, in which readers' health questions are answered by a professional health
care staff, and the Women's
Room, "a meeting place for men
and women to describe women's
things ? from women in the
work place to women's underwear to women's rights." This
week, the Women's Room featured articles on such topics as
quitting your job and a female
guide to buying a secondhand
car, as well as reviews of books
and films that focus on women's
issues. Surveys on social issues
such as AIDS and the pros and
cons of beauty pageants, as well

as columns, interviews and
reader tips are also among the
many options available.
For those interested in politics and social action, the Politics and Communication area is
crammed with relevant information on the latest happenings on
Capitol Hill, "translated in plain
English" every week by Tripod's
Washington corespondent.
There's a guide to each state's
legislators and how to contact
them, as well
as the "Po-liti c a 1
Playbook,"
which features weekly
articles on
topics rangfrom
ing
which bills
didn't pass
this year and
why to the
women of
the
GOP.
(Who knew
there were any?)
For those who want to make
a difference, the Politics and
Communication section includes
features on the benefits of home
schooling and on various nonprofit organizations. Such articles are perfectly supplemented
by Good Works, an extensive
list of activist organizations that
need volunteers or full-time employees.

Perhaps the biggest gold
mine for college students, however, is the Work and Money
section, which contains complete
guides to two of life's most important topics: careers and
money management. The Career
Safari section includes guides to
exploring career options, finding a job and getting ahead in the
workplace, while the Money
Manager guide offers on-line
banking, instant stock quotes and

Scoop" section, which provides
news information on all subjects,

including business and technology, politics and social issues.
Frequent users can find exactly
what they want by checking the
"New on Tripod" section, or
checking the carefully compiled
archives that allow one to browse
past articles in everysection. And
perhaps one ofTripod's most important assets is that it offers a
wealth of resources, both on the
Web and elsewhere, for
further research into
any of its areas.

The
final
months
of
college, as
well as those
first timid excursions into
"the
real
world," will
be
always
Graphic courtesy of www.Tripod.com
nerve-rackbudget and retirement planners. ing, but there is a way to stop
lying awake at night wondering
Here, as in Tripod's other areas,
there is the opportunity to check if you're going to live at home
out reader surveys, interviews
forever. Next time you have a
with experts and columns, all nagging question, simply check
relating to careers and personal out Tripod; even if they don't
finance.
have the answer, you will find a
Finally, for those of us who
way to keep things in perspecwant to keep up with current
tive. After all, the image of a
events, but don't have time to
tripod connotes balance, which
peruse the Boston Globe every is exactly what we're looking
day, Tripod offers the "Daily for in our lives.

A

Career Q &

You submit your resume to a company. You call them and try to develop
a correspondence with them, but you are not getting the response you
want. What else can you do?

-Anonymous, CSOM'97

Dear Anonymous:
I answered a similar question a few weeks ago, but it's a
very important issue, so we can
discuss it again.
First of all, you can't de-

velop a relationship or get a
response from"a company";
you get responses from individuals. I'm not sure if your
cover letter was addressed to a
specific person, and how you
obtained this name, so I'll have
to make some assumptions. If
you simply sent your resume" to
the Human Resource Department of the company, the most
personal response you'll probably get is a confirmation of its
receipt. It's OK to send your
resume to the Human Resources
department, but you need to do

other things as well.
How much research did you
do about this company ahead of
time? Did you read their company literature, or look at their
home page? Did you set up informational interviews with
people who work at the company? You asked "What else can
1 do?"; if you haven't done all of
these you haven't done enough.
If you have taken a marketing course, think of it in terms of
a marketing plan. You would
never send someone a product,
hoping they'll buy it, without
first finding out what their needs
are and how you can meet those
needs. Similarly, you need to
have done research about what
the company needs, and show

them how you as a candidate
can meet those needs.
Again, the most important
thing is making contacts at a
company. Yourresume can't get
you a job; it can only get you an
interview. If you meet the company, either through our Alumni
Network (come into the Career
Center if you don't know what
that is) or through personal contacts you've made, and you
meet with them, you already
are more likely to get an interview than just sending your
resume in cold.
I'm not sure what else you
have tried. Stop by the Career
Center and talk to one of us so
we can give you more information and assistance.

Submit career/ internship
to The Heights, McElroy 113, or E-mail
questions to Patafio@cleo.BC.edu. Please include your name and
school with your submission.
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CityScape English Association Alumni Career Panel a success
By Melissa Sullivan

lion p. II

HEIGHTS STAFF

wedding chapel. Tourists travel
frdhi all over the world to visit
the "Mega-Mall," as ii is commjpnly called. Its immense
worldwide popularity caused

its 1994 guest attendance to
exceed thai ol the Grand Canyon and Disney World combined.
Cultural activities ure
abundant in Minneapolis,
here
the numlxi ,>t" theaters
v.
per capita i. second only to
New York City. There are 90
theater companies. 20 dance
troupes. 20classical music ensembles, and over 100 art galleries.
II a visitor finds these activities uninteresting,there are
also I l ' casinos located just
outside of the city, a worldclass science museum, and the
second largest zoo in the
United States.

Minneapolis's night-life

j

has something for everyone.
One can.choose from the trend)
croud found in the bars ot the
Warehouse district, thehipand
artistic flair prevalent in the
coffee shops and alternative
boutiques of L'ptown, oi the
collegiate atmosphere In
Dinkylown, the area surround
ing the Uni\ ersity of Minne
sota : which is home to over
40,000 students.

Tuesday November 19, the
English Association of Boston
College held their first annual
Alumni Career Panel. Once Boston College English majors
themselves, seven distinguished
Boston College alumni addressed students and faculty in
the Shea Func- ,^^_^________
tion room in

the students in attendance and
stressed the importance of not
being nervous about graduating
with an English degree. They
continually emphasized that the
communication, analytical and
speech skills English majors are
learning in their four years of
college are exceptional tools and
valued immensely in the business world today.

you're going through, and it'll

be OK'", said Kelly.

Many attending students
agreed with Kelly's statement.
Kathryn Thomas, A&S '97, said
that the panel discussion made
her feel more confident about
having an undergraduateEnglish
degree. "(Listening to the panel)

made me realize I have a certain
freedom to go out and find the

an
Weinstein and McQuay summed
up the panel's message most ef-

fectively. "Writing effectively
and speaking effectively are the
most important skills. If you can
think on your feet, speak effectively and have good analytical
skills you're at a great advantage," Hill said.

"It

was

nice

to

hear them

say we would be valued." Kelly
responded, who too is concerned
about how an English major will
be viewedin the work force. "The
panelists really felt for us. They
seemed

to say.

'We know what

right job that is suited for me,"

said Thomas.

The panel encouraged English majors to enter the busi-

world and couldn't

ness

stress

enough the importance of the
Alumni Career Network, which
can be found in the Career Center. It gives students the names
and numbers of Boston College
Alumni who are willing to give
advice or help to BC undergraduates.

As of late, I ha»e been
watching a recently public
company's stock drop for no
good reason in particular. The
company in question is
PhyMatrix (PHMX) on the
NASDAQ, and the recent drop
in price presents a strong buyingopportunity for mostly anyone.

Based in West Palm Beach,
Florida, PhyMatrix provides
management services to disease
specialty and primary care physicians and provides related
medical support services. The
company's strategy is to develop disease managementnetworks in specific geographic
locations by acquiring physician practices and affiliating
with disease specialty and primary care physicians.
In addition, the company
develops medical malls, medical office buildings and health

parks
PhyMatrix has been doing
well since it went public announcing several contracts,
which help increase the
company's business, as well as

enhance shareholder value.
The first in a series of recent deals PhyMatrix announced was an agreement with
North Shore Health Systems of
Manhasset, New York to develop, own and operate medical facilities in five metropolitan New York counties.
North Shore is the largest
nonprofit health care system in
the Northeast. Under the agreement, the companies intend to
invest approximately $500 million to develop, own and run
these facilities which will consist of senior clinics, skilled
nursing facilities, assisted living facilities and other related
medical facilities. Development and management of the
properties will be under the direction of PhyMatrix, while
North Shore will operate all

coast. PhyMatrix's responsibili-

ties will include consultant duties to assist in reorganizing the
medical delivery services for
eighteen of HIP of New lersey's
health centers. In the process,
PhyMatrix will add an additional
70 physicians to its local provider network.
A third announcementmade
by PhyMatrix is an agreement to
manage the University Physicians Group (UPG) of Staten Island, a 130 person primary care
group. This key alliance for
PhyMatrix gives the company a
dominant presence on Staten Island. The relationship will also
benefit UPG by allowing it to
expand to more than 300 physicians within a year.
Two of the most recent announcements made by the company are an intention to manage
a group of Connecticut physicians' multispecialtygroup, consisting of 41 doctors and an
agreement with Access Medical
Care to manage their facilities.
Access Medical Care, Inc. consists of 12 offices in Hillsborough
County, Florida with 21 physicians.
Analysts
RobinsonHumphrey feels PhyMatrix has
done better than their
competitor's in integrating acquisitions. Other companies,
such as Physician Reliance Network (PHYN $7 1 /8) and American Oncology Research (AORI
$9 1/4), have announced it is
taking longer for them then expected to integrate the many acquisitions they have made.
PhyMatrix has not suffered from
these difficulties and has continued to beat street estimates since
it went public last January.
PhyMatrix is also poised for
strong growth due to its diversi-

the work force
before going to
graduate school.
Entering
graduate school
directly after college is a common
mistake too many
students make,

fied revenuebase. This includes
cardiovascular care, a $ 120 billion industryand the single largest disease category in terms of
annual costs; diabetes, achronic
disease with recurring revenues
and infectious diseases such as
AIDS.
The company is also looking to add obstetrician and gynecology practices to be more
attractive to the managed care
market.
Currently, PhyMatrix has
been trading around $14 7/8,
lower than what it was offered
for in its IPO, Initial Public
Offering. Earnings are estimated to be .53 a share in 1996
and .64 in 1997 according to
Nelson's.
On the downside the P/E is
quitehigh, 47.08. However, this
generally
is
the case for a newly
public company that is undergoing start-up costs. Other ratios are not readily available
because the company recently
went public.
The fifty-two week high
and low are $25 3/4 and $11 1/
4, respectively. About a week
ago, when a large block of
shares was sold, the price
dropped sharply.
Many analysts, such as
Smith Barney and RobinsonHumphrey, feel the drop is unwarranted resulting in a great
bargain. Furthermore, Smith
Barney has a target price of
$28, which if reached would
allow investors to nearly double
their money.
Another factor which
makes the stock an attractive
buy is the fact that most smallcap stocks have been lagging
behind the blue chips, not to
mention the Dow, for several
months now. Consequently,
many fund managers and investors are looking for value in
other stocks which have not
enjoyed such rapid growth in
the Bull Market. As a result,
attractive small-cap stocks,
such as PhyMartix, could prove
to be a great buy.

warned .
"Be careful, because it's really a comfort zone. Don't go to
graduate school right away if you
aren't absolutely sure about what
you want. If you have experience, you not only get into a
better grad school but you gain
more, and get more out of it,"

Fessenden said.
Advice on setting goals, and
the various choices English majors have when they graduate

Panelist J. Chrisann Taras,
a mid 1980s graduate and now
an investment broker for A.G.
Edwards, encouraged students to
contact alumni. "Don't be afraid
to pick up the phone, they

college were also explored.
"Be proud of your English
degree," Attorney Christopher
Mchne, BC Law '77, said. "It
opens the door to many opportu-

By Stephanie Patafio

of the system will help handle
the load BC receives and significantly decrease traffic, Dupuis
said.
Dupuis said the third server
will be up and running as soon as
possible and should be complete
around finals. Dupuis stressed
that adding the new server will
cause some downtime and they
are trying to do this at the most
convenient times. "We don't
want to disrupt the critical mail
environment during finals,"
Dupuis said.
New client options will also
be available in the upcoming
months. Dupuis defined a client
as "a piece of software which on
your behalf talks for you across
the network to another computer." Currently, students can
use the Mail Drop client on
Macintosh and the Pine client on
Windows. A promising new client which will be available as
early as January is the E-mail
client available through Netscape
4.0.
"Netscape 3.o's mail client
speaks a different protocol then
BC's system," Dupuis said. The
4.0 system will be compatible
with BC's protocol, IMAP.
Netscape 4.o's client offers options, currently not available
through Mail Drop and Pine. Interested students can read about
the 4.0 client on Netscape's
homepage.

nities."

E-Mail upgrades for '97
HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

medical programs.
Another announcement
made by the company was its
agreement with Health Insurance
Plan ofNew lersey (HIP) to provide consulting services in the
first group model health maintenance organization on the East

gain-

ing experience in

Fessenden

Anne Marie Hill, BC '83,
attorney with Sullivan,

A column by the Investment Club
HEIGHTS STAFF

The panel speakers represented real life examples that
disproved the common misconception that all English Majors
are either going to be teachers or
writers. They stressed the need
for English majors' unique skills
in the work place and strongly
suggested

Inside Investing
Geoffrey Myrus

[alumni] want to help you. The
Network is really, really strong,
lust remember that," said Taras.

"Writing effectively and speaking effectively are the most important
skills. If you can think on your feet, speak effectively and have good
analytical skills you're at a great advantage."
-Ann Marie Hill, BC'B5

Conte Forum.
Businessoriented positions were the
main focus of
the evening,
Michelle Kelly,
A&S '98, copresident of the
English Association, explained. "You hear
about teaching and writing or
publishing all the time (in reference to English majors), so we
looked to [do] something different. We wanted to let people
know all the different fields you
can go into with an English degree."
The occupations represented on the panel were those
of a lawyer, physician, investment broker, human resources
vice-president, as well as the director of the BC Career Center,
Frank Fessenden.
The panel members were
sympathetic to the concerns of
.

Continued

For many BC students, using E-mail through the BC network is a very frustrating experience. Those annoying error
messages and long waits for mail
to be sent have unfortunately be-

come a regular occurrence over
the past semester.

Paul Dupuis, assistant di-

rector of Advanced Technology

Information Technology, said
these inconveniences are caused
by an overloaded server incapable of handling the amount of
messages received. On a given
day, BC can receive, on average,
30,000 to 35, 000 mail messages
a day. These numbers are up from
the average 20,000 messages received during the spring. There
was an increase BC was just not
expecting.
The first edition to the network will be a third server.
Dupuis explained a server as a
system which retrieves or sends
information. "A server can be
compared to a real paper mail
post office and the new server
can be considered a new branch
office to the post office," Dupuis
said. All E-mail messages first
enter the directory server called
Jules. Then, depending on the
address, Cleo or Tony, it is transferred to the corresponding
server. Increasing the capacity

l
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Samaritans provide life-saving crisis hotline
By Christopher Miller
HEICHTS EDITOR

The Samaritans' stop on the
Green line is a typical college
Boston scene: aCVS store, hundreds of students and a übiquitous Army-Navy store. It is here
where Commonwealth Avenue
and Beacon Street merge at the
Kenmore stop, signaling the beginning of Downtown Boston.
There are no signs screaming the hotline's name or telephone number. In its unassuming offices above the International House of Pancakes, thousands of students, teenagers,
adults and possibly even your
next door neighbor have called
to rescue themselves from the
brink ofself-destruction. Joanne
Nititham, A&S '98, is one of
several BC students that talks
these people on the brink of crisis.
"Some people have no one
to go to, and at least for a few
minutes, they have somewhere
to go. And you don't know what
happens to them when they hang
up. I'd like to think that I've
made a difference." said
Nititham, who has been working
at the Samaritans for almost six
months
The Samaritans is a nondenominational, not-for-profit
volunteer organization dedicated
to reducing the incidence of sui-

cide by "befriending" individuals in crisis and education the
community about prevention
strategies. Twenty-four hours a
day, 365 days year, the Samaritans provide a confidential suicide and crisis hotline for people
in need.
Samaritans is the only suicide prevention agency in the
Boston area. During the early
evening, the hotline is so busy
that people calling in get busy
signals: "We're the busiest of all
the Samaritans in New England,"
Nititham said.
The office is split into two
"phone rooms:" the Samaritan
(or 'tan' for short) room and the
Samariteen ('teen') room. Each
room is divided by cubicles for
each volunteer. "You have your
own personal space," Nititham
said, describing the cubicles.
The well-lit, off-white cv-

"It was probably
the best thing
I've ever done."
?Jen Carrerio,
A&S '97
bicles are decorated with resource
numbers, social services in Massachusetts and many of the commonly used referrals. Scattered

among booths are notes from the

an hour and my shortest was a

previous shifts and cartoons that
volunteers have pinned up to

couple of minutes, or not even a

cheer themselves up

?

to find

thought I was
going to save
lives, but I think
that I was pretty
"/

pompous to say

that."
?

Joanne

Nititham, A&S '98
humor in a four-hour shift that
often lacks levity. "Some volunteers have a favorite cubicle. I
like the ones near the windows,"
Nititham said.
The Samaritans can shatter
an idealistic student's world;
Boston College students are not
the exception. "I thought I was
going to save lives, but I think
that I was pretty pompous to say
that," Nititham said. Although
the hotline is dedicated to reducing suicide, there are more calls
relating to other crisis situations.
In one shift of four hours,
Nititham can receive 20 phone
calls. "My longest call lasted half

minute sometimes," Nititham
said.
"You'd have those frequent
callers thatcall four to five times
a night," Jen Carreiro, A&S '97,
added. Carreiro volunteered for
three years at the Samaritans.
The range of emotions that
a volunteer worker endures during a four-hour shift is incredible; so much so that the Samaritans maintain a support service
for their own volunteer workers
as well.
According to Nititham, "All
those different emotions are there
during a shift. You don't know
what your shift is going to be
like. Sometimes you become
frustrated because you realize
that you can't solve everybody's
problems. People are going to do
what they want to do."

"No call is easy,
but it came
naturally."
?Joanne Nititham,
A&S '98
Why would students want
to subject themselves to this kind
of stress and pressure during the
school year?

"I wanted some experience
in social services. I speak to all
different types of people. You
learn how to talk to people and
become aware of your stereotypes. Every person is different,"
Nititham said.
My first call "wasn't that
bad," Nititham said. After several months working at the
Hotline, Nititham noted that her
comfort level has increased
she is not as anxious as she was
during the first month. "No call
is easy, but it came naturally.
The anxiety before the call was
more," Nititham said.
The Samaritans operate two
suicide and crisis hot lines: one
for teens ages 16 to 19, and one
for adults. The teen suicide
hotline, Samariteens, is staffed
by teenage volunteers that are
trained to be supportive listeners from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. every
day of the week.
All volunteers are screened
and heavily trained before they
begin to answer phones. As
Nititham puts it, "They want to
be sure that you know what
you're getting into."
Volunteers are required to
do one four-hour shift a week as
ell as one overnight a month. An
overnight shift is eight hours long
from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
According to Carreiro, "It
was probably the best thing I've
?

See HOTLINE, p. 14

Students walk to the beat of a different drum
he's trying to go to biology class
up the whole staircase, but let
or you might find yourself his
me ask you: Do they consider
HEIGHTS STAFF
next specimen.
this 'moving' nowadays?"
Rebels are generally very
Next
we
have
the
nervous people. They tend to be
Those who say the Boston nonchalants. These people fall
College student body is homogin the middle
enous obviously haven't looked of the scale,
close enough. Below those white and the basic
hats and Gap sweatshirts are all stance is one of
kinds of feet, moving to tons of passivity. Such
beats from a myriad of drums. students look
Simply put, there are numerous around, ponder
walking styles on campus.
their
daily
The University is comschedules, and
posed of a diverse group of initiate the ocpeople from the path blockers casional conto the nonchalants to the rebels.
versation.
These three categories make up These are the
the extremes of the moving scale, people most
but there's more to the scale than likely to be
meets the feet.
munching on
The path blockers are the potato chips,
easiest to study because they are and they're the
the slowest and, in many cases, ones who take 1
the most annoying. They make it the time to
a point to talk to every person
throw away
they remotely know and read all their
trash
the posters along the way. "Hey when they are
man, didn't you eat lunch with done (but that's
my roommate freshman year?" really not the
"Check it out: There's a physics main reason
speaker coming to BC 0n... behind all the
umm... last week."
Observers in
As the name implies, these the
recepare also the individuals who contacles).
tinually block the halls and walkThird, we
ing spaces. Usually in groups of have
the
three or four, they take up the rebels. Such a
pretty dangerous these days.
entire length of the area, and this group counter- Walking can be
forces others behind them to walk
acts the path blockers by paving
anxiety-filled and therefore very
at the same speed.
the way for those behind them. dangerous.
If you're really lucky, you They walk across the lawns, run
Do yourself a favor the next
to classes, climb over barriers,
time you see one of these agget to wait as a large group strolls
down the stairs slower than an and in some truly daring cases,
gressive, agitated adolescents
ant on duct tape. It's as if to say,
go up the stairs with sharpened Hying towards you: cover all
"Oh, don't worry about the rest
pencils in their hands.
your valuables, both the mateof us. We love watching you take
Don't talk to a rebel when rial and the physical.

By Greg Gagliardi

?

Paper beats rock, ro' k beats
scissors, and scissors beats paper. A similar theory applies to
the walking classifications in the
following way:
Path
blockers easwin
ily
against the
nonchalants.
Quite simply,
the nonchalant does not
bother to excuse him or
herself and is
therefore
forced
to
the
adopt
slow pace.
The
nonchalants
beat
the
rebels in a
manner

which
is
more mental
than
anything else.
The rebel
feels like a
total
fool
when trying
to pass a nonchalant and
will therefore take on
a
normal
HEIGMTS FILE PHOTO
pace. The
nonchalant will then initiate a
conversation with the rebel, and
that makes it even more difficult
to cut across the lawn.
The rebels conquer the path
blockers because they're the ones
who stand up to the hysteria.
Like bulldozers, they are fear-

less enough to interrupt a conversation among friends and
pave the way for those behind
them. It becomes more difficult
on the steps, but hey
we're
talking about the rebels here!
There are certain areas of
the school which subconsciously
indicate certain speeds. The cafeterias are typically very slowmoving places. People are either
stuffed from food or occupied
with menu selection, and this
causes casual wandering around
the area.
The rebels prevail here because they're willing to go
quickly and maneuver their way
through the crowds. The
nonchalants let peoplepush them
around, and the path blockers
don't move because they're too
busy getting in the way.
The libraries are places of
mixed speeds. You'll see people
moving fast when they realize
they have two hours to complete
a paper, and you'll see people
moving slow because they're trying to remember the topic of the
paper.
Straight, non-crowded halls
seem to be the breeding ground
for speedways. All classifications are put on the back burner
here, for the option of quick
moving is too much to resist.
Rebels have no obstacles, and
path blockers have no one to
annoy. Sad, isn't it?
So, next time you're roaming the halls, be sure to look
around for the three types of
walkers. But while you're looking, please do us all a favor:
Don't stop in the middle of the
Higgins stairs!
?
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Orchestra strums up superb sound
duringthe concerts. Karidoyanes
states that there is a wealth of
talent in Boston's freelancers and
his goal is to bring the students

HEIGHTS STAFF

Have you ever walked by the
band room in Conte Forum and
heard the muffled, sweet sounds
of orchestral music? Did you notice the orchestra at the Boston

College presidential inauguration?

info.'

What: Stone Temple Pilots
Where: FleetCenter
When: November 30
Stone Temple Pilots
come to Boston this week
on the heels of their recent

Or have you ever wondered "Does
BC even have an orchestra?"
Surprisingly, many students
do not even realize that Boston
College has its very own Symphony Orchestra. This may be due
to its relatively short existence,
having being in operation for only
nine short years, as compared to
the Band and Chorale, which are
traditions at BC.
Steven Karidoyanes, BCSO's
dynamic conductor of five years,
strives to make the students not
only play with correct intonation,
but also with their hearts. Showing the students how to put feeling
into their playing, he says, is the
"only thing he can really give."
Because the orchestra is fairly
membership stands at 23
small
they must get Boston
students
freelancers to fill out the sound

?

?

?

album Tiny Music...Songs

Hotline lends a helping ear

Thanksgiving

Continued from p. 13

From the Vatican Gift Shop.
If you're around over
and want to

hear some noise, check this

Safeplace, those that attend are

concert out.

ever

What: Tracv Bonham.

According to the Samaritans,
suicide is the third leading killer
of teenagers in the United States.
The Samaritans are willing to conduct workshops for students that
will help them to recognize the
warning signs of suicide.
The Samaritans offer support
groups for those that have lost a
friend or family member to suicide. In this group, called

Mazzy Star. Butthofe Surfers, and the Eels

Where: Avalon
When: December 3
These four bands make
up this year's WBCN
Christmas Rave at the
Avalon,Also at venues like
the Orpheum, Middle East,
and Bill's Bar that night
will be such bands as
Barenaked Ladies. Ashe,
and Lemonheads as part of
the Rave.
What: Jen Blakeslee's 20th

birthday
Where: Everywhere!

them beyond the student/teacher
relationship. As a matter of fact,
Karidoyanes gets insultedif any-

Shubert's Unfinished Symphony
and Handel's Fireworks along
with the Band at the Trinity
one calls him "maestro" or"conChapel on Newton Campus.
ductor" due to its impersonal
up to their level.
Last year, the orchestra perconnotations.
Under Karidoyanes' informed a highly successful construction, the talented musicians
The Boston College Symcert tour of Montreal and there is
faithfully attend practice every phony Orchestra made its first discussion for plans of a tour of
Monday and Wednesday evening appearance this year at the inau- the Cultural capitals of Central
Europe next year.
"/ believe in the whole student...one must
Although the Boston College Symphony Orchestra is
exercise the body through athletics and rather small and often overlooked, it is a very important
the mind through academics, but it is
component to the Boston College community.
equally important to exercise
"I believe in the whole student," Karidoyanes states. "One
the soul too."
must exercise the body through
Steven Karidoyanes, BCSO conductor
athletics and the mind through
academics, but it is equally imguration of Father Leahy. The portant to exercise the soul too."
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. PracticThe experience of performing, however, definitely is not students had the opportunity to
ing or listening to music is one
all work and no play.
perform with some of the Boston
Karidoyanes always finds a Pops who played the missing way to achieve this "exercise of
way to incorporate a humorous
parts and filled out the sound of the soul." This is what drives the
dedicated performers in the Bosanecdote, no matter how much it
the ensemble.
seems as if he is digressing (ask
ton College Symphony OrchesThe orchestra's next perforhim about his "German mustard" mance will be December 6th, tra.
Not only is the orchestra
one; he can work it into any conwhen they will perform Handel's
text.)
beneficial to those who are inMessiah with the Boston ColThe musicians are on a first lege Chorale. On February 23, volved; to the listeners, it is also
a soul-enriching experience.
name basis with him, bringing the BCSO will be performing

By Nancy Delpidio

able to talk about their loss and
emotions with other people that
have experienced a similar loss.
For information about Safeplace,
please call 617-536-2460.
The Samaritans hotline can
be reached at 617-247-0220. To
volunteer call 617-536-2460.
For more information about
the Samaritan programs please
contact Jaclyn Freidman , the
Community Outreach coordinator at 617-536-2460.

done."

No Features meeting this week. Have
a great Thanksgiving!
The next meeting is on Monday,
December 2, at 4 p.m. in McElroy
113. Watch Tricia and Tom run their
last Features meeting ever !
Congratulations to the 1997
Features Editor, Charlie Murphy.

Over the Counter Culture
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When: Sunday. November
24
If you need a reason to
party away the last few days
before Thanksgiving, Jen
Blakesiee's birthday is the
perfect opportunity. So
what if you already missed
it? It's never 100 late to
throwaparty. Happy Birthday,'JeriV

VIEWPOINTS.

Samale
Opinions from students on current issues.
By M. W.

As

Name withheld,

graduating

A&S '97

seniors
with cars,
talk about
the

I go to sleep
nightly with
hundreds of

parking

new

system for
students.

empty parking

spaces in the
garage and

my vehicle sits
unsafe off-campus.

Peter Von derthe,
A&S '97
' The lottery

system

is great. I have a
better chance of
being struck by

lightning(again)
than getting a pass.
If I do get a parking
pass I then have to
pay for it!

25,1996
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Direction Statement Outlines DELTA Plans
people to work on more complex
questions that can't be answered
by simple web query."

Continued from p. 1
able on-line.
"Right now [to learn] something a student or staff person
may need to know about the
University they have to call
someone or go to an office to ask
the question," Kreinbring said.
"A lot of that information should
be on-line, should be on the 'net.
Increasing technology allows

gram as alternatives Delta will

use to reduce the number of BC

employees.
"While some of the existing
jobs might go away, there will be
new jobs based on the new technology," Campanella said. For
people who remain whose current functions will be eliminated,
BC hopes to retrain them to
handle new responsibilities that
will be created under the project.

Automation and streamlining means that jobs will be eliminated under the project.
Campanella and Kreinbring both
believe it can be achieved without layoffs.
Campanella pointed to normal attrition, retirement, and a
voluntary early retirement pro-

Campanella said that while
students have not been involved
up to this point, student input
will become an important source
in the future.
"Jim Kreinbring has been

in touch with Mea Quinn and
Jim Dowden, and we have a representative from the GSA involved as well, who we have
asked to recommend students to
work with us," Campanella said.

Catch The
Wave!
Book Now

Cultural Myths Addressed
Continued from p. 4
helped, but everybody knows
how many people he's killed.
[The media is] not about to:

change to please you," Burnett
said.
Another issue addressed
was the support black men receive and give to black women.
Both sexes present admitted that both males and females
tend to gravitate towards the
negative image, regardless of

race.
"It's a general trend that
are running to the bad

women

men in all cultures. Men do it,
too," Paulette Tucciarone, A&S
'\u25a0
?
'98, said. ??'
Another item stressed was
the need for positive images of
the black male to be passed on to
future generations. Burnett said
that while one did not necessarily have to be perfect himself,
the important thing was to impart upon progeny good role
models.
"You don't have to do all
those things as a black man, but
you've got to teach that to those
who come along," Burnett said.
One of the last issues
.

brought up by the audiencewere
the disparities among the black
race itself.

Eva Maynard, SOM '97,
said, "The only commonality a
lot of us have is our color, period. We have to be cognizant of
that when we're defining the
black man's role in society."
Burnett agreed, telling the
audience, "In order for us to come
together, we need to get onecommon thing to rally behind. We
need to come to one common
idea ?nd that is not conceding to
the white men in our mind, our
body, and our soul."
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Whole houses, huge
condos or multiple units
in same building. The
best always go first
don't delay call us
today.
We pick up on
campus.
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Canes put end to BC's roller coaster season

Henning, Gladchuk will take time before responding to future of program

HEIGHTS PHOTO

EDITOR/

KEVIN P. BREEN

UM's Dyral McMillan (#2B) rushed for 143 yards Saturday afternoon, including a two-yard TD. McMillan and his teammates rushed for a total of 322 yards.

By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

Rarely does a team lose with
its punter on the sideline the entire game. And rarely does a team

lose when two of its backs run
for over 100 yards each, including a combined three touchdowns. And rarely does a team,
which accomplishes both of
these feats, lose when its quarterback throws for 295 yards and
three more touchdowns. Coincidenlally, the Hurricanes of the

University of Miami accomplished all three of these feats,
as well as racking up 617 total
yards on offense, in their 43-26
victory over the Boston College
Eagles.
The BC loss, which brought
an end to one of the most tumultuous college football seasons in
recent memory, dropped the
Eagles' record to 5-7 for the season (2-5 in the BIG EAST). And
with the end of the season came

questions regarding the future of
the football program at BC. But
as was expected, mum was the
word concerning the dismissal
or resignation of anyone involved with the Eagles.

"There's no reason for me
to address [my future] to any-

body," head coach Dan Henning
said.
"I've told you that we'll talk
about [the future] in the
postseason and now it's the
postseason, and what we'll do is
we'll set aside some time and
talk about the season. We'll
evaluate the season and we'll
evaluate the program, see where
we are and go from there," said
director of athletics Chet
Galdchuk. "When that is finished, then we'll have something
to say."
In reference to the rumors
surrounding his own future,

MEN'S BASKETBALL

BC wins opener vs. Brown
By Mike McKenna
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS

EDITOR

The Boston College Eagles
have certainly had their share of
battles away from the court al-

ready this year. As the smoke
from the recent admissions crisis cleared, it was time to go to
war with their scheduled opponents. On Friday night, the
Eagle's highly-anticipated season began as the Brown University Bears traveled to Conte Forum. Although the game was

close most of the way through,
BC never lost control. The Eagles
used a 21-8 run over the final
5:06 of play and coasted to an
89-72 victory. Five BC players
scored in double figures, including Danya Abrams and Antonio
Granger, each with 22 points

apiece.
"[There's been] a lot of distractions and everything, but
these kids have stayed pretty focused," said BC head coach Jim
O'Brien. "We've tried not to
bring some of the other issues
onto the court and they've
handled this stuff very, very well.
You can just go through practice
so many times. We really needed

to have a game. It's good that the

season's starting."
The Eagles looked as though
they were going to easily dispose of Brown early on. Over
the first four minutes of play,
they raced out to a 13-0 lead.
Granger, whose 22 points were a
career best, showed off his
smooth shooting skills, netting a
pair of three-pointers and
Abrams racked up a quick five
points. However, the Bears
battled back and made a run of
their own. In fact, when Chris
White hit a 12-foot jumper with
7:41 left in the first half, the BC
See BEARS, p. 19

Gladchuk responded, "That's
speculation and I don't deal with
speculation. I have no interest in
responding to speculation or rumors or anything. My next meet-

ing is going to be with Coach
Henning to discuss the program."
What the Eagles did take

See 'CANES, p. 20

MEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Eagles swept by
powerhouse UNH
By Dave Booher
HEIGHTS STAFF

Nearing the Thanksgiving
break, the Boston College men's
hockey team, ranked 11 th in pre-

season polls, finds itself tiedfor
fifth in the Hockey East, with a
below .500 record, after two
losses to the University of New
Hampshire this past weekend.
After being trounced on theroad,
8-3, Friday night, the Eagles
fared better on Saturday in the
friendly confines of Conte Forum, but still suffered a 4-2 defeat.
The loss came despite a BC
shot advantage of 33-20. Head
coach Jerry York attributed the
Saturday loss to the Eagles'
inabilty to put the puck in the
net.
"We had trouble finishing.

We're not getting much puck luck
right now."
In goal for the Eagles in

both weekend contests was
sophomore Mike Correia, whose
record dropped to 1 -3, aftermaking 16 saves in each game.
Correia replaces injured senior
Greg Taylor, who fractured a

bone in his hand and is listed as
day-to-day by the medical staff.
Coach York credited Correia
with a fine performance, despite
the two losses.
"Mikey Correia played a
sound game," he said. "His excellent job helps us think about
what might be down the road as
far as depth in goal. We're not
sure when Greg [Taylor] will be

back."
lii Saturday's game, the
Eagles scored first, six minutes
into the game when senior Brian
Callahan notched his team-leading Bth goal of the season.
See UNH, p. 18
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Sports Shorts
Swim teams enjoying success
men's and women's swim teams have had competitive
seasons thus far, and are looking forward to the rest of the season.
After ten days of hard training, the swimmers headed out this
weekend for tough tests against Fairfield, and for the women, Army.
So far the season has been slightly different for the two squads.
The men have started out 2-2 and are looking to improve. Improve
somethingthey
have already done, compared to last season when
is
they went 2-10. Having already matched their win total from all of
last year, the men's team is looking to finish at least .500.
Working with a young squad, which includes almost twenty
freshmen and one senior, the men's team started out the year with a
two-point win over Providence. A year ago, the Friars beat the
Eagles by 67 points. Coach Tom Groden is very pleased with the way
BC handled themselves in avenging last year's lopsided loss. The
whole team swam well, especially sophomore Chris Anzellotti.
Anzellotti and fellow sophomore Michael Walsh have excelled in
the butterfly, as well as the backstroke for Walsh.
The team then suffered a setback against Notre Dame, one of the
best swimming teams in the nation. The Fighting Irish beat the
Eagles handily but Groden said that he was looking to use many
swimmers and treat the meet as a building block. Another sophomore, Steve Yap, was a bright spot for BC.
The team followed the Notre Dame defeat with a loss to Seton
Hall in which the Pirates almost doubled BC"s point total. The team
didn't let back-to-back losses get them down though. They came
back to beat Bentley, a team with a relatively new program, and
evenedup their record.
The women's team has started out the year on a slightly higher
note as they havea4-1 record. The team, which had a great campaign
last season, is looking to be even better this year. Groden feels that
the main goal ofthe team is to get the top swimmers back to form and
the rest should fall into place.
Led by sophomores Holly Bickle, Amy Dunleavey,Meg Galley,
and Sara Guerena, the team has jumpedout of the gates early. The
Eagles' first meet against the UMass Minutemen resulted in a 160-140 BC victory. Claire Starling, a freshman, swam especially well
for the Eagles. They followed that up by completing the Boston.
College sweep of Providence with a 159-140 win. Mary Beth
Weston, another one of the Eagles' swimmingprogram's talented
sophomores, was the outstanding performer of the meet.
Notre Dame, which was a toughchallengefor the men, was also
difficult for the women. In this year's only loss, they fell hard to
what is arguablythe best women's swim team in the nation. Like the
men, the women's team used the meet as a learning process and
prepared for their next outing, another BIG EAST contest against
Seton Hall. Boston College came out of the gates early against the
Pirates and swam to a fifty-point victory.
Rounding out the Eagles' first five opponents was Tufts University. BC easily defeated the non-conference foe by a whopping
eighty points to improve their record at 4-1, where it stood heading
into this weekend.
Coach Groden commented on the exceptional depth of the
women's team, saying that their third-place swimmers this year are
better than their third-place swimmers a year ago. Allyson Horgan
in the individual medleyand Patty Schoenhaus in the butterfly and
backstroke both earned his individual praise. The team as a wholejs
looking to qualifyfor the BIG EASTTournament as well as putsome
swimmers into individual events, especially the individual medley
where the team's top swimmers perform.
The men's team is also hoping for a berth, but in the ECAC's,
and is mainly looking to improve meet-to-meet and stay competitive. Groden stressed that this was definitely not a rebuildingyear as
last year was and that he wants to see aggressive swimmingfrom his
troops. Groden said that it is difficult for the swim team when, here
at Boston College, they are non-scholarship athletes. He pointed out
that Georgetown is another BIG EAST school that has non-scholarship swimmers and faces the same challenges as BC. Considering
this, BC has done a remarkable job in the last few years and should
continue to get better this year, as well as over the next few.
The

The Eagles' women's swim team prevailed in their meet versus
Army on Saturday, winningby the score of 174-126.AllysonHorgan
(200 m fly, 200 m individual medley) and Claire Starling (100 m
backstroke, 200 m backstroke) were both dual-event winners for
BC. Hoily Bickle (100 m fly), Amy Dunleavey (200 m breaststroke),
Rachel Enos (50 m freestyle), and Maggie Villamana (100 m breaststroke) also captured first-place finishes in their races.
-By Mark Cautela
Heights Staff

Women's Ice Hockey
Northeastern 4, Boston College 1
Boston College 7, Harvard 2

Athletes of the Week
Women's Cross Country Team
Come to the next Sports meeting on
Monday, December 2, and meet the
newest Heisman candidate, hailing
from Setauket, NY, who emerged
from this past weekend's Last Call
in unprecedented fashion.

UNH 'Cats sweep Eagles
power

From UNH, p. 17
Callahan finished a great

dis-

play of passing by the Eagles'
power play, firing a shot past
UNH goalie Scan Matille. Assisting on the goal were co-captain Joe Harney and juniorJamie
O'Leary.
The BC lead would last only

45 seconds until the Wildcats
evened the score when sophmore
Derek Bekar slippedbehind both

play goal when, standing

wide open in the face-off circle
to the left of the goal, he took a
cross-ice pass from defenseman
Steve O'Brien and fired it past a
helpless Correia.
Two minutes later, BC answered on a power play goal by
Marty Reasoner. Reasoner
picked up Jeff Farkas's face-off
win, and beat Matille low to his
glove side, cutting the deficit to
3-2.

first period," he said. "We've
got to be encouraged by how we
played,UNH is a really top caliber team."
BC generated numerous
third-period chances, but were
unable to score. The Wildcats
became defensive-minded, but
still managed a fourth goal at
12:21 of the period. Junior Eric
Niklaus lifted a turnaround shot
over Correia to give UNH an
insurmountable 4-2 lead.

Eagle
defensemen and
beat Correia on a
breakaway, sliding the puck to the
right
of the
Eagles

Friday
night in the 8-3
loss, BC got
goals
from
Harney
and
freshmen Mike

netminder.
UNH pulled
ahead of BC for
good with 2:37
remaining in the
first period when
freshman Mike
Souza,
from
Wakefield Mass.,
was left wide
open in front of
the net and easily
tapped in a power
play goal to the The puck gets
left of Correia. At the end of the
period, UNH led 2-1 and held a
13-6 shot advantage.
Coach York was discouraged by his team's first period
play. "We stood around and
watched that first period," he
said. "We didn't play smart
hockey. You can't play well if
you're just standing around
watching."
The Eagles' play improved
in the early second period, but
they were unable to score on
Matille. At 7:38 into the period,
UNH increased

their lead

to

3-1.

Sophomore Jason Krog tallied a

Mottau
and
Tony Hutchins.
Eagles
The
trailed 5-2 after
an

explosive

UNH first period, and were
unable to battle
back.
In other BC
news, Coach
Jerry York currently has 498
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO / ROB DESAMTO

by Greg Taylor in Saturday's loss to UNH.

Reasoner has had a slow
is tied for second on the
Eagles' scoring list with fellow
sophomore Chris Masters. Coach
York praised his performance
Saturday night. "This may have
been Marty's best game of the
year," he said. "He's our best
player and one of the top in the
country, so we expect him to be
running on all eight cylinders.
He was tonight."
The Eagles held a 24-10 shot
advantage after the second period and Coach York felt BC
outplayed UNH. "We had good
control of the game after that
start and

career victories,
but was unable

to attain the 500 mark this past
weekend. He'll get his next
chances in a busy upcoming
week in which the Eagles face
Northeastern Tuesday night,
Clarkson Friday night and St.
Lawrence on Saturday.
BC also recently announced
the signing of four talented recruits to letters of intent. The
signees include defenseman
Bobby Allen from CushingAcademy; Brian Gionta, a forward
from the Niagra Scenics; Michael
Lephart of the Omaha Lancers;
and defenseman Marty Hughes
from Lawrence Academy.

UPCOMING HOME
EVENTS #

m

Men's Hoop
November 25 vs. UNH @ 7
December 4 vsu Rutgers @ 8

Women's Hoop
December 1

vs,

Colgate

@

2

Men's Ice Hockey
December 6 vs. Maine
December 1 vs. Maine

@

7

@

7

Women's Ice Hockey
November 27 vs. Dartmouth
@ 7:30
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Abrams, Granger notch 22 apiece vs. Bears
From BEARS, p. 17
lead had dwindled to 24-23.
This seemed to wake up the
Eagles, as would be the story all
night long. Whenever Brown
would close the gap, BC would
pull away. A Keenan Jourdon
three-pointer got the ball rolling
again and the Eagles went on to
score nine unanswered points.
Trading baskets for the rest of
the first half, BC went into the
locker room with a 42-34 lead.
"They kept coming at us and
we kept taking it to them," said
Granger, who was 6-of-8 from
beyond the arc. "Every team is
going to make a run. When that
team does make a run, we have
to settle down."
In the second half, the Bears
came storming back, keeping all
the Eagle fans lodged in their
seats. White hit two straight baskets, and with 11:45 left, it was a
53-52 game. BC never lost the
lead, though, and after James
Newburn's three-point play at
the 5:19 mark cut the deficit to
68-64, the question of whether
the Eagles were going to win
this game was never in doubt
again. Andy Bedard hit a jumper
en route to another nine consecutive BC points and the
Eagles had sealed their first win
<
of the season.
"1 just want to give a lot of
credit to Brown and to Happy
(Brown coach Frank Dobbs) and

his kids. I thought that they
played very, very well and they
did a great job of controlling the
tempo and controlling the action," praised O'Brien. "You
have a problem when you play
sometimes in games like this

because it seems like a lot of the
teams in the Ivy League are very
well-coached and they all play
with a similar style.
"You have an option. You
can get out and really go after
them and then you become a little

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR

/

SHAWN T. MEAD

Danya Abrams donned goggles due to fractures around his eye

"Mickey battles. You know what
you're gonna get with Mickey
every single game. He's just going to give you 100 percent....
You can count on Mickey all the
time."
Abrams scored 22 points
despite the fact that he has yet to
fully recoverfrom the eye injury
he suffered versus the Converse
All-Stars. Sporting a pair of
goggles on the court, the senior
captain stated that the discomfort of wearing the protective
eyewear coupled with the fact
thathe is not in great shape after
having been kept out of practice
was a giant obstacle that had to
be overcome for this game.
"I had to dig down deep for
this first game," he stated. "I
have to get back in game shape."
Overall, the effort put forth
in this first game by the Eagles is
a sign of even better things to
come this season. After Monday
night's game versus the University of New Hampshire, the real
tests will then come versus BIG
EAST foes Rutgers and UConn
and then Vanderbilt shortly af-

bit susceptible to their screening
and their backcuts. Or you can
try to keep the lid on it and keep
it tight and then, they control the
action and they run the clock. So
I thought that Brown did a very
good job of doing that."
O'Brien also pointed to the
fact that BC had previously not
been able to see Brown in action.
"We were at a little bit of a
disadvantage because we didn't
get much of an opportunity to
see them play. One of the things
which we try to do a lot is prepare our kids for what the other
team does and we didn't get much
of a chance to see them do anything.... But we're supposed to
be good enough to just deal with
all those types of situations."
As BC still suffers from the
absence of Scoonie Perm, they
received a huge lift from several
players who stepped up big-time.
Andy Bedard had a career-high
18 points, shooting 6-of-7 from
the floor, and kept BC's offense
running smoothly. Mickey
Curley was 5-for-5 in shooting
and was a presence inside, scoring 11 points and grabbing five
rebounds. Also reaching double
digits for the Eagles was Duane
Woodward with 10 points.
"[Andy's] been playing very
well, in both exhibition games
and obviously this game tonight.
I think Andy has really stepped it
up.... He made some big baskets," commented O'Brien.

ter.

However, the optimism
which characterizes this year's
squad seems ready to meet these
challenges.
"There are a lot of great
players on this team," said
Abrams. "They all worked hard
[tonight]. They showed a lot of
character."

'Nova, BC, 'Cuse, PC top Huskies crush BC
BIG EAST this preseason
By Peter Gerken
HEIGHTS EDITOR

By Gavin Mhley
HEIGHTS STAFF

Although its top teams have
slipped a bit, the BIG EAST is
looking forward to another season of college basketball excitement. If preseason predictions
hold form, it will prove to be one
of the most competitive years in
conference history.
Last year, the BIG EAST
was the best conference in the
country. It had several teams in
the Top 10 throughout the year,
and produced three AU-Americans (Georgetown's Allen
Iverson, Connecticut's Ray
Allen, and Villanova's Kerry
Kittles). Perhaps the greatest sign
of BIG EAST
dominance was
that Syracuse,

Picks
Editor's
The

assists per game) is an experienced leader at the point guard
position, and the Wildcats have
one of the deepest benches
around. And, besides, they just
happened to get the best recruit
in the country when they landed
forward Tim Thomas.
Boston College was the surprise team in the Big East last
season. This year, they will be
the team that others will try to
surprise. The Eagles (19-11,10-8) return everybody, and have
their best chance in quite a while
to make it to theFinal Four. (With
the loss of three of their top recruits for next year, this may be
the Eagles' last chance to make
it there). The pressure will be

rewidely
garded as the
fourth-best
team in the
league, made it
all the way to the NCAA championship game. But this year they
will be without the heroics of
John Wallace, who along with
Iverson, Allen, and Kittles, is
now showcasing his talents in
the NBA.
The loss of these four franchise players will have a tremendous impact, and should bring
the elite teams of the BIG EAST
back to the rest of the pack. It
promises to be an interesting
year, with many teams entering
the season with realistic hopes
of making it to the NCAA Tournament.

Villanova appears to have
the talent to be the conference's
top team. The Wildcats (26-7,14-4 in the Big East last season) lost
their top two scorers from a year
ago when Kittles and Eric Eberz
graduated, but are still the consensus favorite in the conference.
Center Jason Lawson will again
be a defensiveforce in the paint,
and the team will get help in the
post from forward Chuck
Kornegay. Alvin Williams (5.4

immense, but this is an experienced, extremely tough bunch.
Preseason Big East Player
of the Year Danya Abrams (19.6
points per game) will team with
1995-96 Big East Rookie of the
Year Scoonie Perm to form the
deadliest inside-outside duo in
the conference. Perm will miss
the first five games due to academic ineligibility, but sophomore Andy Bedard should prove
more than capable of handling
the point guard duties until his
return. The rest of the supporting cast will give the Eagles the
best bench in the league.
Providence is another top
team that returns most of its players from last year. The Friars
(18-12,9-9) did lose a team leader
in guard Michael Brown, but
have many major contributors
returning. Forward Austin
Croshere (15.3 ppg) is the main
focus on offense, and should be
on the receiving end of many of
God Shammgod's passes.
Shammgod is a quick, slashing
point guard who causes prob-

lems for any defense. Though
they don't have much depth, the
Friars do have a solid starting
lineup with Derrick Brown (14.8
ppg), Ruben Garces, and Jamel
Thomas. Whereas last season
there was much controversy over
Providence's snub from the Big
Dance, they should easily make
it there this year.
Syracuse came within a few
points of winning it all last year,
but without Wallace, that same
fate would be almost impossible
this year. The Orangemen (29-9,
12-6) had one of college
basketball's best recruiting
classes, led by power forward
Winfred Walton and point guard
Jason Hart. However, Walton
was ruled ineligible and is talking of transferring. The remaining team
will be captained
by talented small
forward Todd
Burgan and hard-working center
Otis Hill. Along with Jason
Cippola and Marius Janulis, it
will be their responsibility to
make sure this team meshes, and
once again finishes near the top
of the BIG EAST.
Iverson,
Besides
Georgetown also lost center
Othella Harrington and power
forward Jerome Williams to the
NBA draft. Their presence in the
inside might be just as hard to
replace as Iverson's scoring will
be. The Hoyas (29-8, 13-5) might
just have to return to the slowpaced defensive style of play that
John
has
characterized
Thompson's teams over the ages
with the bulk of the load being
placed on the shoulders of shooting guard Victor Page (12.5 ppg).
Page should emerge as a top
scorer in the conerence, but will
need the help of Jerry Nichols to
provide points. Center Jahidi
White will throw his 270 pounds
around, while Boubacar Aw and
See BIG EAST, p. 20

Boston Collegeopened their
season this past Sunday at the
second annual Reebok Women's
Basketball Classic, held at the
FleetCenter. Unfortunately for
the Eagles, they received a rude
awakening, because they had to
take on the University of Connecticut. The Huskies, the fifthranked team in the country, had
an easy time dismantling the

Huskies were sophomore Amy
Duran, who pouredin 13 points,
and freshman Shea Ralph, who
scored 14 off the bench. Senior
Kara Wolters, who has been
picked by many in the preseason
to be the Naitmith Player of the
Year, only had nine points and
eight rebounds, but her presence
under the basket was enough to
disrupt the Eagles' offense. She
blocked three shots, and caused
Boston College players to get
bad looks at the basket when she

Eagles, winning by the score of

was in the way.

76-38.
In this game, the numbers
tell the story. Boston College shot
22% from the field, including 3of-17 from three-pointterritory,
and turned the ball over 22 times.
The
Eagles were also
outrebounded 49-36.
Junior Nykesha Sales of
Connecticut led all scorers with
21 points. She was just on fire
for the Huskies. At one point in
the second half, she scored seven
points in less than three minutes.
Also having good games for the

Freshman Cal Bouchard
from Aurora, Ontario, led the
Eagles with 11 points. She plays
the game with a lot of energy,
and never gives up on a play;
Bouchard was seen many times
diving on the Fleet Center parquet floor after loose balls. Boston College has a real talented
athlete here. Senior phenom
Holly Porter couldn't get much
of anything going on this day, as
the Huskies held her to ten points.
Boston College; will try
again this week when they take
on Colgate at
home. BC is
a much better team thafi

this gamereflects. It's,
hard for a
v«ry young
team to be
expected to
play with the

fifth-ranked
Huskies this
early in the

season.
Coach
Inglese and
her staff have
a week to get
ready
for
Colgate.

Hopefully,
this game
will serve as
a learning
experience

for

the

Eagles, and
help the team
get ready for
HEIGHTS
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Kirn Beezer loses the ball underneath.

BIG EAST
play.
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Eagles finish troubled season on sour note
in complete control with a
lead.
"We were wondering for a
while there if they even had a
punter. I'm not sure they do,"
were
24-8

Henning quipped.
Chris Hackett hit a careerlong 42-yard field goal to open

the third quarter. However, Miami came right back to score on
their second possession of the

(24 yards) afbeing
ter
robbed of a

handful of
others by offici a 1 s
throughout
the season,
including
one this past
Saturday.

Boston College 1996
5-7 Overall, 2-5
Hawaii
Virginia Tech
@ Michigan
Navy
@ West Virginia
@ Cincinatti
Rutgers
Syracuse
@ Pittsburgh
Notre Dame
Temple
@ Miami
@

second half, as an 18-yard scamThe redshirt
per from freshman Edgerrin freshman
James and a botched two-point landed out of
attempt made the score 30-11.
bounds wide
The Eagles were unable to of the end
stop the Hurricanes' running atzone after
tack all afternoon, as both James making a
(13 carries, 123 yards, 2 TD) and diving catch
sophomore Dyral McMillan (20 early in the
carries, 143 yards, 1 TD) literthird quarter.
ally ran through the pourous BC
DiCo s m o
defense. On more than one occadid, howsion, Miami backs scored after
ever, hit the
all but hearing the whistle blow. pylon as the
At the end of the first quarter, rest of his body fell out of play,
James was wrappedup by Daryl raising questions regarding
Porter before breaking the sure NCAA rules concerning the situtackle for an 11-yard touchdown. ation.
James also emerged from a gang"It's supposed to be a touchtackle by Porter, Nick down when you hit the pylon.
Greg
Gianacakos and
Bartlett The pylon'spart of the end zone,"
prior to notching his aforemenHenning said. "Hey, they won't
give [DiCosmo] a break. It's a
tioned game-winning touchlucky thing he got one today.
down.
The 'Canes added two in[The officials] have taken three
surance touchdowns in the fourth
legit from him this year."

1
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Porter

/

KEVIN P. BREEN

of Dyral McMillan's facemask.
and turned back inside and the
From 'CANES, p. 17
whole pile just fell on top of me.
away from this victory, however, I hurt my neck last week in the
was a sigh of relief. Senior ofsame area so I didn't think anyfensive tackle Dan Oriskovich thing of it. I had tingles in my
leg, and the trainers just wanted
was taken off the field on a back
board in the second quarter after to be cautious," Oriskovich exreporting tinglingin his legs, but plained. "All things considered
he suffered only a muscle sprain in my five-year career, I had a
in the neck. Oriskovich was seen couple healthy and successful
walking with his parents under seasons. I had a good time at BC.
his own power. A neck brace, I gained a lot of friends. I had a
which the senior said would be lot of friendships and good extaken off while on the beaches of periences."
Although the Eagles were
southern Florida,
the only
addition to his already injured not entirely out of the game at
person.
the half, it was clear that the
"I just fell and went down 25th-ranked 'Canes (7-3, 5-1)
Daryl

grabs a piece

BIG EAST
W
24-21
L
45-7
L
20-14
W
43-38
L
34-17
W
24-17
W
37-13
L
45-17
L
20-13
L
48-21
W
21-20
L
43-26 |

to be.

It didn't work out that way
and right now I'm kind of upset
because this was my last game
here. I'm going toremember this
season, and my life just has to
move on from here.
"I shed a couple tears in
there. It hurts to say my career's
over at BC. We went through a
lot. I think it's a lot of pressure
off a lot of people's shoulders
right now." Porter will now have

BIG EAST Preview
From BIG EAST, p. 19

JosephTouomou give the Hoyas
two great defenders. Despite all
their losses, Georgetown always
seems to hang in there. This year
will be no different.
St. John's has a chance to go
far, but that will depend on the
play of an inexperienced
backcourt. Up front, they have a

solid trio in

center

Zendon

Hamilton (20.8 ppg), Felipe
Lopez (16.2 ppg), and Charles
Minlend. If Lopez can learn to

pass the ball, and the backcourt
of freshman Lavor Postell and
point guard Tarik Turner can
show some confidence, new
coach Fran Fraschilla may be
able to turn the Red Storm (11-16, 5-13) around.
West Virginia is now in its
second year as a member of the
Big East, and has already shown
that it belongs. The Mountaineers (12-15, 7-11) return four
starters from a team that handed
it to both Syracuse and BC last
year. Forward Damien Owens
(14.6 ppg) is the heart and soul
of the team, and joins Gordon
Malone for a solid inside tandem. Senior point guard Seldon
Jefferson has experience, and
three junior college transfers
should help make this squad a
tough one to beat.
Connecticut finds itself in
the unfamiliar position of underdog after going 49-5 in the BIG
EAST over the last three years.
Ray Allen, Travis Knight, and
Doron Sheffer are gone, and the
Huskies (32-3, 17-1) must find
some leadership. Kirk King is
the only player on the team who
has ever started even one college
game, but Rashamel Jones and
Rickey Moore both saw a good
amount of action in their first
year. This will be an inexperi-

enced

team,

but the Huskies'

great freshmen class, led by Richard Hamilton and Kevin Freeman, may allow them to surprise
some people.

After years of being the
doormat of the Big East, Miami
is finally getting some respect.
The Hurricanes (15-13,8-10) are
another young team that is loaded
with talent. Sophomore forward
Tim James (10 ppg) is the leading returning scorer, and freshman Jermaine Walker leads one
of the league's best incoming
classes. All five newcomers
should get considerable playing
time, but Miami must rely on its
seasoned veterans if it is to make
a success out of this season.
Pittsburgh will struggle to
be .500, especially since they
have little experience and very
little inside strength to match up
with most BIG EAST teams.
There is potential in the
Vonteego
backcourt
of
Cummingsand Kellii Taylor, but
5-13)
the Panthers (10-17,
need
a few more years. Seton Hall is
yet another team that lost its top
scorers, but the Pirates (12-16,
7-11) weren't even able to win
when they had Adrian Griffin
and Danny Hurley. Three starters do return, but prized freshman Shaheen Holloway should
be the best player on the team
before long.
Rutgers and Notre Dame
will keep each other company in
the basement of the conference.
The Scarlet Knights (9-18,6-12)
have seven newcomers, so it may
take some time before they pose
a threat to any of the top teams in
the conference. The Fighting
Irish (9-18, 4-14) have junior
forward Pat Garrity (17.2 ppg),
but that's about it. No amount of
'Luck o' the Irish' could save
this team from a losing season.

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR
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Anthony DiCosmo makes what appeared to be an amazing acrobatic touchdown catch.
quarter. McMillan found the end
zone from two yards out, while

UM backup quarterback Scott
Covington (22-29, 295 yards, 3
TD), who started for injured
starter Ryan Clement, hit Chris
Jones for a nine-yard touch.
The Eagles also added two
scores in the final stanza. Scott
Mutryn (19-36,182 yards, 1 TD),
who started for the injuredMatt
Hasselbeck, took a quarterback
draw six yards before divingover
a Miami defender, while Omari
Walker (53 yards) notched his
28th career rushing touchdown,
surpassing Darnell Campbell and
Troy Stradford and moving into
second place in BC history.
Walker?, who has one more year
of eligibility left to surpassKeith
Barnette's school record of 34,
shared his feelings on the season, during which he rushed for
1,199 and 13 touchdowns.
"You almost wish you could
play all year round," said Walker.
"We had a tough year. There's a
little disappointment. I think we

Mutryn, who actually led
the Eagles with 55 yards rushing

on a few planned draws, responded to the season. "I think
the good thing about this team
was that we had good senior leaders. The captains wouldn't let
this team fall apart. They just
took it upon themselves to not
let the season go to waste, and
you have to give them all the

credit in the world for everything they went through and everything that they did," Mutryn
said.
"I think there's so many
things that happened this year
negatively that things can only
get more positive. We had a lot
of young people play this year
and a lot of people got some
experience," Mutryn added. "It's
been a longtaxing year to say the
least.... The commitment I made
was to Tom Coughlin, but the
real commitment I made was to
get an education here and get a
degree from Boston College, because sooner or later football's
all worked through it together. going to be over."
Porter, who served as one of
and we have something to build
on. This will be a great foundathis year's co-captains as a senior,
years
tion for the
to come."
led the Eagles with a season-high 17 tackles in his final
The Eagles only other scoring drive came in the second game and commented on his caquarter, as Anthony DiCosmo reer at BC. "1 wanted to play
caught his first career touchdown better than how things came out

surgery on his left knee to remove a bone chip.
"Maybe the best thing they
take out of this is an indomitable
spirit," Henning said. "We've
played games this year where
the other team has moved the
ball and scored a lot of points,
and yet I think we fought them.
And we continued to try to come
back."
"Obviously, we're not getting it done on defense right now.
We made some decisions to stop
the run, and they ran the ball
pretty good. And obviously they
throw the ball pretty good when
you get up in an eight man front.
So we've gotta do some real hard
studying about personnel and
schemes and the whole works."
*****

the gambling controversy, the fact that running
back Quinton Lee had been suspended for failure to meet with a
Dean finally came out following
the loss to Miami. Henning said
that Lee wanted, to transfer, but
he was suspended after not showing up for his appointment with
the Dean. Henning'alsosaid that
"the team and Quinton went
Due

to

separate ways" following the
heated team meeting which oc-

curred Saturday night. November 2.
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Rent comes due at Boston's Schubert Theater
"How do you measure the life of a
woman or a man?" Jonathan Larson's
addictive anthem "Seasons of Love" asks.
For Larson, who died of an aortic aneurysm the night before his project debuted
at the New York Theater Workshop, one
way is through the legacy he left? Rent.
Arunaway hitonßroadway, the 1996
Pulitzer Prize winning Rent struck the
Boston theater scene with its opening
night last Monday. The New York cast,
accompanied by producers Jeffrey Seller,
Kevin McCollum and Allan S. Gordon,
greeted the Boston production with a
standing ovation before a single note
pierced through the Schubert Theater.
Boston was selected as the first city outside of Manhattan to host the musical,
which is a modern adaptation of Puccini's
La Boheme.
Much speculation surrounded the
novice production before it opened to
previews November 5. Would it live up to
the Broadway buzz that has been pulsing
through New York since last spring?
Would the conservative Boston theater
crowd appreciate its rock 'n roll attitude
and its story, full of taboos?
Regardless of how the older theater
patrons of Boston receive it, Rent is perhaps the most comprehensive musical
production for our generation, and every
student in Boston's teeming university
community will not only appreciate its
content, but will also find him or herself
falling in love with its characters and
belting its score for days after seeing it.
Rent is the story of a group of young
East Village artists and friends, many of
whom are living with the AIDS virus.
That is a key concept of this musical,
which chooses not to dwell on the desperation of the disease but, rather, focuses on the richness of life. Scan Keller
and Simone play Roger and Mimi, a pair
of Villagers who find themselves falling
in love. But as they are wrought with
external obstacles, like Mimi's heroin ad-

characterize the Boston parts.
Stephen Alexander (Angel) is full of energy and spunk that make his character
one of the most delightful of the evening.
Hamilton is hysterical as the quirky performance artist who is defining her sexuality. Sylvia MacCalla, who plays her
partner, Joanne, also delivers a memorable performance. And C.C. Brown's
(Tom Collins) baritone is one of the best
voices in the cast.
The music is really what helps define Rent as a modern musical. A live
rock band sits at the right of the stage,
integral to the action and atmosphere of
the production. Songs like "Seasons of
Love" and "I'll Cover You" have prompted
many to purchase the CD, which was
released in August on the Dreamworks
label. But other selections like "Take Me
or Leave Me," "Out Tonight" and "La Vie
Boheme," stray from the traditional constructs of musical scores.
Larson's score and plot both push
Rent to the limits of musical norms and
accomplish what The Who tried to with
Tommy. It is a musical for the young,
which is slowly but surely taking center
stage and pushing tired revivals of 1950s
productions back into the woodwork.
Rent is the kind of musical that will
define the creativity of our generation.
The gay themes, brash costumes and unconventional sets are not for the theatergoer who lives for Cats. It is for those
who long for something with which they
can relate, something that celebrates the
life of the young, bohemian culture that
will be leading this'country in the future.
The students of Boston are extremely
fortunate to have a musical like Rent
running at the Schubert. And don't worry
about those expensive tickets, $20 seats
are sold starting at 6:00 for the same night
of the performance, which is certainly a
benefit for starving co-eds. Rent will be
around until January 26, so don't wait too
long to see this musical, orelse you might
just have to fly down to Manhattan to see
it, because it is something that should not
be missed by anyone.
try to

By ANNE MARIE BORREGO
Heights Review Editor

Roger (Scan Kellerland Mimi (Simone)
diction and Roger's inability to open up,
the two discover that relationships are
hardly as simple as traditional musicals
would have us think.
Rent is also the story of Angel, a
saucy drag queen and Tom Collins, an out
of work professor, who fall in love almost
immediately. It is the story of performer
Maureen and Harvard graduate Joanne
whose relationship is as unpredictable as
a soap opera. Marc, the struggling filmmaker who cannot bear to watch his own
life, helps to tic the characters together
and attempts to document a year in the
life of his friends.
Keeping in the tradition of the New
York production, the Boston cast is full of
young and virtually unknown talent.

struggle with love and AIDS in Rent.
Keller, who was just a bit apprehensive at
the opening, makes his theatrical debut in
Rent. And though people do not recognize the face of Simone, they will certainly find her voice as a bit familiar. In
fact, she exhibits traces of her mother,
jazz vocalist extrordinaire Nina Simone.
Another legacy of entertainment, Carrie
Hamilton (Maureen) is the daughter of
Carol Burnette.
The performances are beyond what
many expected. It is extremely difficult
to shine in the shadows of Adam Pascal
and Daphne Rubin-Vega, (Broadway's
Roger and Mimi) who defined the roles
and ended up on the cover of slews of
magazines while doing so. Keller and
Simone certainly hold their own as they

Females become Steel Magnolias at Robsham

visibly pained expression
and her outward display
of emotions. She came
through with an amazing
outburst. The audience
was forced to forget that
she was a college-aged
actress and believe that
.........-.;;.
......
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she was a middle age
HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/KEVIN FOREST
highlights
relationships.
woman rendered cora-iA rousing performance of .t'Lti
women's i
Steel Magnolias at Robsham
and the other women who raised me are
pletely helpless after the unexpected death she spoke in a thick brassy southern accent, the manner in which she held her
her daughter.
true Steel Magnolias; women who have
Despite Miller's poignant perforcigarette, even the style in which she the strength and courage to believe that if
mance, Kelly Ann Heaney, A&S '98, still
strutted across the stage ?Heaney conyou do the right thing, good will come
from it." By the performance this group
managed to steal the show in the role of tinued to find the way to be Ouiser.
Ouiser. She served as the comic relief for
It is clear by the end of the play that delivered, it was clear that he never forthe play. From the moment she came on the director had a clear understanding of got this the whole time he was directing
the stage, she kept the audience in fits of the role of friendship as a means of true
these girls. They were the embodiment of
laughter. Heaney submerged herself in strength for so many women. In the profriendship and trust. This tribute to the
this character and used every moment she gram, he wrote the story of his mother
women of the world was great entertainwas on stage to steal attention. The way
ment and exceptional acting.
his own "Steel Magnolia." He said, "She
I.:.
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Center's production of Steel Magnolias
portrayed so superbly in this weekend's
show.
The actresses in this play were incredible and complemented each other
phenomenally. Each seemed extremely
aware of the importance of friendship and
solidarity to the success of the show.
Michelle Miller, A&S '98, and Kalea
Nassif, A&S '00, connected with each
other on a level that made them seem as if
they were actually mother and daughter.
It was outstanding. Even when the spotlight was off of them, they never seemed
to forget their characters' relationship.
Throughout the show the cast played off
each other's personalities. Director Dr.
Howard Enoch deserves much applause
for successfully blending together these
vastly different personalities to create one
final character: the performance.
Each member of this ensemble found
a way to define her character and to find
the aspects which make each one integral
in the plot. The apparent generation and
cultural gap was individual. They all found
a way to separate their own character
from the masses without dividing the unity
of the show. This further worked to sup-

'

Some believe there is a bond between female friends so strong that it can
overcome anything. This is the connection the cast of the Robsham Theater Arts

port the friendship and the
bond the characters had
throughout the play.
Miller gave a stellar
performance as the character of M'Lynn. She
started in the first act with
a very low key character
in her mother role. However, in the last scene,
after the death of her
daughter, Miller gave a
heart-wrenching soliloquy. One could feel the
heartache through her

'

By LORI LEFEVRE
Heights Asst. News Editor
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2Pac remains an immortal poet on Makaveli
the reflective "White Man's World," and
"Hold Ya Head," which is powered by
flutes and a thumping bass line, are
smoothed out jointswhere Pac shines the
brightest. In addition to Pac, this album
also features the rappers E.D.I, and Young
Makaveli, a.k.a 2Pac, may no longer Noble, who made appearances on the Bad
Boy (a NY record label) diss-song 2Pac
be here physically,but his powerful presence lives on in his second Death Row
blew up NY with this past summer.
release,
The Don Killuminati.
The production on this album, which
Machiavelli, the Italian philosopher who is pretty tight, is handled by a number of
people, includingDarryl "Big D" Harper,
wrote The Prince, serves as the inspiration for Pac's new nickname, and like 2Pac himself, and Hurt-M-Badd. Guitars,
Machiavelli, 2Pac speaks with authority trumpets, pianos, booming bass drums,
on this album. 2Pac is one of the most
flutes, and wailing organs captivate the
emotionally captivating urban poets of ear on The Don Killuminati. "Bomb First,"
our time, and most of the songs on The
"Hail Mary," and "Blasphemy" are the
Don Killuminati prove this true.
weak songs on this album beat-wise.
Although The Don Killuminati does
The twelve songs on this album are
mostly laid back and mellow (they have a not show 2Pac at his best, it does have
"Keep Your Head Up," "Dear Momma" some very strong moments. If you like
feel) but Pac also takes some time out to 2Pac, then you should definitely pick this
diss his enemies. This long list includes album up. 2Pac has apowerful voice, and
The Notorious 8.1. G., Scan "Puffy" his rhymes are captivating. Pac doesn't
Combs, Mobb Deep, Nas, Jay-Z, Los just sit there and rap, he speaks from the
Angeles-based rapper Xhibit, and even heart, and on The Don Killuminati he
Dr. Dre, who recently left Death Row to paints a real picture of life that fluctuates
pursue his own musical interests.
from bright shades to gloomy splashes of
"Bomb First," "Toss It Up" (featurcolor. In "White Man's World," for exing K-Ci and Jo-Jo of Jodeci as well as ample, Pac rhymes, "Dear sista/ got me
Danny Boy), "To Live and Die in LA,"
mixed upin prison Imiss ya/cry in/ lookin
and "Against All Odds" feature pot shots at my niece's and my nephew's picture/
at these artists. The rest of the songs,
they say don't let this cruel world get ya/
particularly "Krazy," which rides a sharp, kind of suspicious/ when one day you
echoing, Jimi Hendrix-esque guitar riff, mightleave me/ for someone who's richer/
***l/ 2
Makaveli
The Don Killuminati: The 7 Day Theory
Death Row Records

twist the cap off the bottle/1 take a sip and
see tommorrow/ gotta make it if Ihave to
beg or borrow/ reading love letters late
night/ locked down and quiet/ if brothers
don't receive they mail/ best believe we
riot/ eatin jack mack/ staring at the walls
of silence/ in this cage/ where they gathered all my rage/ and violence."

2Pac is one of thefew artists who can

truly grab you with his voice, and although TheDon Killuminati pales in comparison to some of his earlier work, this
album will only solidify his position as a
valued, respected member of the HipHop nation.
Keith Papa
?

Bush reaches musical nirvana on Razorblade
Fires," a song with especially strong guitar noise that can only be done justice by

***

Bush

playing at high volumes.

Razorblade Suitcase

Trauma/Interscope Records

Bush's first album was characterized by heavy, energetic guitar licks and
obscure, enigmaticlyrics sung by a raspyvoiced vocalist. Sound familiar? Then
how, from this seeming lack of innovation, did SixteenStone become one of the
best-selling albums or" the decade? Perhaps they were able to master this sound
and give it their own British twist. Or
perhaps they were filling a void for a
Nirvana and Pearl Jam that have both
passed their peak. Either way, Bush inherited an incredible fan base by giving
them the sound they want, and they continue with this winning formula on their
new album, Razorblade Suitcase.
As on the first album, it is the guitar
power-chord changes that propel each of
the 13 new tracks. It is these driving
guitar riffs that provide the hook and
some sort of melody to the more upbeat
songs. On the slower, ballad-like tracks,
lead singer Gavin Rossdale is able to
compensate for the lack of background
noise by bringing the listener's attention
to his woeful, angst-ridden lyrics. For the
most part, the songs sound so much alike
that it is difficult to tell them apart. For
most bands this would be a curse, but for
Bush it means that this is an album without any one track being any worse than
another.
Some of the more notable tracks include "Swallowed," a somewhat catchy
tune that can't decide whether it wants to
be fast or slow, and"A Tendency to Start

In all, Bush has not regressed and
disappointed, but they really have not
progressed either. This is probably to be
expected from a band that simply extended on the sounds of other alternapop
hits. What they lack in originality and
innovation they seem.to make up for in
mimicry and marketing: Razorblade Suitcase looks to be almost as popular, if not
more, than Sixteen Stone.
You can check out
atwww. bush. Co. uk.

Bush
?

on

the web

Conor Sullivan

Tricky

Pre-Millennium Tension
Island
These days, it's extremely rare for an
artist to gain so much respect from his or
peers
her
in such a short time. Such is the
case with Tricky, who has received plenty
of recognition and critical acclaim for his
part in yet another musical movement,
known as "trip-hop." Tricky earned his
well-deserved reputation as one of the
most ambitious artists in music with his
debut album, Maxinquaye, which mixed
together elements of hip-hop, electronic
dance music, and even rock. He continued to show off his talents on his recently
released collection of collaborations
which was recorded under the name
Nearly God, featuring such great artists
as Neneh Cherry and Bjork.
The release of Tricky's latest solo
effort, Pre-Millennium Tension,marks his

stronger concentration on a hardcore hiphop sound loaded with tons of samples
and programming, creating a raw energy.

Shakespeare arid German composer Richard Wagner were the fourth and fifth
members of Spinal Tap? This sounds like
an insult, but it isn't. Through its long
discography and numerous line-up
changes, Iron Maiden has maintained its
integrity as a heavy metal band that defies
any other categorization.
They are not hard core speed metal
or one of those made-up glam bands soon
to be fondlyremembered the way disco is
right now. Their accomplishments are on
full display in Best of the Beast, a double
CD featuring their best songs from the

The album opens with the haunting
"Vent." Its repetitive sound effects and
scratchy guitar matched up with the vocals of Tricky and Martina Topley Bird
sets the mellow mood for the entire album. This trend of dual vocals continues
on"Christiansands" where Tricky's raspy,
devilish rap is a perfect complement to
Martina's soothing, angelic voice.
One of the album's highlights is on
the track "Makes Me Wanna Die," where
Martina gets to show off her excellent past two decades. It's evident here that
vocal talents to the background of a great the band managed to inject some intelliprogrammed drum-beat and a relaxing gence into the Heavy Metal world while
guitar part that is filled with so many
never taking themselves too seriously.
The collection covers the band from the
effects it ends up sounding like a keyboard. Another worthy track is the cover vaguely demonic beginnings in the '70s
of Eric Band Rakim's "Lyrics of Fury." with frontman Paul Di'anno, to their curThis proves to be one of the album's rent form with lead singer Blaze Bayley.
faster-paced songs in which Tricky, once
It is clear that Maiden was at its earshattering best with lead singer Bruce
again, utilizes Martina's voice to send
Dickinson,
across his own anger and frustration.
who presided from 1980 to
In the end, Pre-Millennium Tension
1993 before going solo. His cultured howling made tracks like "The Evil that Men
becomes one of the most creative albums
ever released. Tricky proves to be one of
Do" and "Aces High" sound almost as
the most innovative artists today with his though Dickinson is dramatically marsubtle blend of angry lyrics and mellow, shaling the soldiers of his headbanger
sample-lsden music.
army into battle. On other tracks, espeBrian Lumauig cially the live ones (like "RunningFree"),
Dickinson adds wry humor to the manic
energy of British metal running amok.
One new track, "Virus," while still worth
a listen, suggests that Iron Maiden's best
Iron Maiden
days are behind them. Only two original
Best of the Beast
members, bassist Steve Harris and guitarCapitol
ist Dave Murray remain.
One important point about this asIron Maiden, over the last 20 years,
sortment of Maiden madness is that
has answered the question: What if whether the
songs are approaching anthem-style greatness like "Where Eagles
Dare," or just rocking out on tracks like
"Iron Maiden," listening to them is fun.
Maybe some of today's angst-ridden
bands can take some advice from the
' with the audience and coromentijrybelyrics of Maiden's classic "Wasted Years":
tween songs helps hi ini'. hei music alive.
"Face up...Make your stand, And realize
Before perlormin;? "Oul of Habit." the
you're living in the Golden Years."
Grab your air guitar and enjoy!
Manhattan to begin her climb up the
John Nugent
folk lock ladder. DiFiancn shared her
reaction to "The Big Apple*" and its
reaction to her. "I know I look like
someone who would steal from drug
stores, but I'm just a folk singer."
V
Icafe architec*****
ture a
urther
Mac & Cheese
-phere Ani i&:
create the in
?

Ani DiFranco delights Orpheum
mountains. Lines such as "I brolcs down
in 1 omsiana and I had to Ihumh a ride got
in the first car that pulled over y.m can't
be picky in the middle of the night he -.aid
bab>. do vim like in 100 laround baby, do
you like to be touched I s.iul nu\ be some

By STEPHANIE PATAFIO
Hei<ihti Marketplace Editor

flashy lighting techniques or stage set
up, but quite frankly she doesn't need
them. Her lyrics are what truly make
the show. They are emotional X charged,
creating the momentum to truly move

:

As Ani DiFranco's biting lyrics
tilled the smoky :iii of the Orpheum
Theater last Saturday night, each listener wholeheartedly embraced them,
and did not want lo let go. A majority of
the liberal crowd were loyal Ani fan.s
whoknew her work inside and out. and
after DiFranco's near two-hour set it is
no surprise why each of hoi tans have
fallen in love with her music.
In one word DiPraneo was powerful. Her performance is void of any

Stateline" and "I'b> not between you and
your ambition 1 am a poster girl with no
poster I am thirty-two flavors and then
some And I'm beyond your peripheral
vision Si. yon might want to turn your
head Cause someday you might find
you'restarving and eating all of the words
you said"/ "32 Flavors," merited cheers
from the audience:
The small size of the Orpheum
worked well with DiFranco's performance
and further accentuates her down-to-earth
nature. DiHranco's frequent interaction

?

Ratings Key

working to achieve.
or whatever
Gay. stra
one's preference. DiFranco's songs appeal to all because they are about life
and iis struggles. Ani's interpretations
of Ii fe's moments are always full ofraw

emotion and talent.
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Schwarzenegger leaps into Jingle
By TODD HORTON
Heights Staff
JINGLE ALL THE WAY: The first holiday
film of the season. Starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger, James Bilushi, Phil
Hartman and Rita Wilson.

Kids, the holiday season is upon us,
and who else but Arnold to bring you all
a Merry Christmas. Brian Levant
(Flintstones) directs the first feel good
holiday movie of the season and scores a
family hit with Jingle All the Way.
The movie uses the guaranteed family hit formula. Take one A-list star, add a
couple of "oh yeah I recognize him" actors then mix in a plot where the dad
learns that more than material objects
show love. Finally, stir in a little excitement with some stunts and a decent music
score and bingo, a $75 million season
treat for the studios. The recipe may be
old, but like Grandma's turkey we eat it
every year.
Arnold Schwarzenegger (Howard)
stars as the dad who only does wrong in
his son's eyes. He spends too much time
at the office and neglects home life. Then,
his one shot at redemption comes when
his son, Jake Lloyd (Jaime) . asks for a
Turbo Man, only the hottest toy on the

market since Cabbage Patch kids, on
Christmas Eve. So. dad enters the fierce
ararldoflast minute jgk shoppers
ftpi. i regain
,- "**\u25a0
tvs from
his
s
11
,
search lor 1
Turbo
\u25a0fiHft ly^"
§#
Man. he
r un -AM
m f T.

press the local wives.
When time is running out and the toy
stores are definitely out of supply, Howard
lowers himself to buy a Turbo Man from
a conman Santa, James Belushi. Belushi
and lowlife friends offer Howard a Turbo
Man, just not the right kind.
The money from the inflated budget
definitely is shown during the finale. Dad
needs to really bring the family close
pgain and finds himself in a amazing
situation while yet again running into
Myron. Yes, in the end everything works
out, no surprises here, but we want it that
way. Everyone learns their lesson and
Christmas can Finally happen.
At least five different versions of
"Jingle Bells" are heard throughout the
film, which can get a little irritating. The
humor is mostly found between Howard
and Myron as they fight at different toy
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which always fl B
comedic inter- 1
action. On
the
home I B front, Rita Wilson
(Liz)
the fl B wife,
comforts
young Jaime I Bthat daddy is really
a good
and he will come
through and Bjhe there for the big
Christmas parade. Phil Hartman
(Ted) plays
recently separated
neighbor who becomes Mr. Mom to im-

Phil Hartman disappoints because of
his irritating character and overacting.
The son made a bold effort, he but couldn't
place himself in the Mac Culkin cute kid
status. The filmmakers do a nice job in
developing the hype for Turbo Man. I
almost wanted one after the movie was
over. Nonetheless, get your cookies and
milk ready because Santa is coming to
town.

Finnes shines as English Patient
By JENNIFER BECKER
Heights Staff
THE ENGLISH PATIENT: A new drama
starring Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Binoche,
Willem Dafoe and Kristin Scott Thomas.
Based on the novel by Michael Ondaatje.
Audiences this fall have been mercilessly teased with the shimmering mirages of supposedly monumental films. It
has taken longer than expected for such a
masterpiece to arrive in the cinemas, but
it has arrived. With its outer shell of softfocused images of creamy, golden sand
dunes, and its even juicier, intricate plot,
The English Patient is a perfect peach of
cinematography.
The much talked about opening scene
involves a plane's dance with the African
desert. Since this is a movie about the
insanity of war and the irony of life, the
plane goes down in a fiery crash, and we
are introduced to its hideously-burned
victim. This man's mysterious reticence
wins him the notice of a beautiful nurse,
and indeed, the man hides a wealth of
memories behind his charred countenance. While he carefully evades the
nurse's gently prying questions, the English patient shares the most vivid period

low the golden couple eternal happiness.
This is by no means the only plot of
the movie. The nurse who faithfully attends her dying patient in a ruined Italian
monastery also has an intense love affair.
The luminous Juliette Binoche portrays
this woman, Hanna, who fears that everyone she loves is cursed to die. The story of
her nocturnal tryst with an Indian lieutenant contrasts hauntingly with the passion
of her charge, a love that now exists only
in the apricot-tinged Egypt of his memory.
Only by daring to allow herself to find
love again can she empathize with the
English patient.
The sadness which permeates this
movie is shot through with moments of
playfulness, as when the nurse is shown
playing hopscotch in the moonlight. And
indeed, The English Patient is more about
finding happiness amid the rubble of life,
than of despair. This theme is hinted at in
the early scene in which Hanna plays on
a lopsided piano, and it is followed
through to the moment in which the title
character assumes ultimate control over
his existence. The final product is a masterpiece of both storytelling and photography.
Peaches are golden, but then again,
so are Oscars.

of his life with the audience. Thus, as he
remembers his tumultuous days among
the bazaars and caves of Egypt, we learn
of the painfully intense period before his
horrifying accident, a time in which his
only loves were for the African desert and
the captivating Kathenne Clifton.
Because Ralph Fiennes plays the title
character, there are sure to be on screen
sparks. However, because of his poorly
developedsocial graces and assumed apathy, the shy Count Almasy is not a likely
lover. His first scenes with Katherine seem
to be filled with loathing rather than longing. But by inches-the way he gazes at
her, his admission that he follows her
through the mean streets of the city, the
crumbling of his very indifference, which
is nothing more than a mask- the viewer is
made aware of his devotion to this married siren. Fiennes is the only actor around
who could grasp the nuances of such an
enigmatic character, and his performance
is heightened by the way he plays off of
his worthy counterpart. As Katherine,
Kristin Scott Thomas makes the final jump
from the ranks of the supporting actress
troops to that of the A-list leading ladies.
She sparkles with devastating intelligence
and soft femininity. Unfortunately, the
movie echoes realilv too faithfully to al-

Mother Night translates well to film
By Matt Swenson
For The Heights

MOTHER NIGHT: A new movie based
on the novelby Kurt Vonnegut. Directed

marries the stage's most famous actress.
Helga (Sheryl Lee). Campbell's life is
complete until a mysterious American,
Frank Wirtanen (John Goodman from
Rosearme), makes an offer that is too
intriguing for Campbell to turn down!
That offer is to become a Nazi speech
writer, but "while he is delivering his
speeches, he is also sending secret information to the US. government.
Once the war ends, Campbell is a.
man without a country. White he cannot

continue to live in Germany for fear his
Make no mistake about it, Nick
Nolle's performance is the strength of
secret wouldbe revealed,the US. government will not acknowledge his role in the ': Mother Niglit. Best known for his c war. Finally, Goodman's character offers
medic turns like 48 Hours and Another
4S Hours. Nolle handles this challenging role well. His facial expressions
and vocal tones are perfect. He also
seems to possess a great chemistry with ?
Alan Ai kin. as the scenes betweenthem
keep the movie, afloat during the inconsistent second half.
Give the filmmakers*redit.it takes
courage to translate a Kurt Vonnegut
novel onto the big screen. Screenwriter
Robert B.Weide captures the satiric tone
that is prevalentthroughout Vonnegut *s
works, while he tackles several issues
and complexitiesofcharacters. He tried
to do too much, though, which bogged
down the movie a bit in the second half.
The filmmakers trying to do too much,
ence that Vonnegut is known for satiric however, is not an uncommon occurnovels,andthatthe filmversionoi Mutffer t rence in movies. At the very least, it
should icll the audience that they care
Night will continue that tradition.
The first halfof the film is flawlessly ?about the movie they are making.
done and sets up some genuinely high
Despite some flaws, Mother Nig fit
expectations for me second half. How- \u25a0 .is a good film full of interesting characever, the second half of the movie is full ters and plot twists.Strong performances
of scenes that hit and miss. The charac- by Holte, Arkin and JohnGoodman are
ters take wild turns, as you would expect* the backbone of this film, The satire is
from a Vonnegut novel. Some scenes get effective for the most part, and catches
too 'weird, while others are very moving." you a bit off guard at times, There are
While the movie works overall, this unsomepowerful moments, and thismovie
evenness_ leaves the audience a little unasks an interesting question, "Are we
satisfied.
who we pretend to be?"
...

Book

Ends
By Amy Gunderson
Heights editor
The Rules
By Ellen Fein and Sherrie Schneider
Warner Books, $5.99
Two women from Long Island and
New Jersey detail their battle plan for
finding Mr. Right in The Rules, a guide
that claims to offer traditional tips for
dating in the 1990s but in reality does not
give practical advice for modern women.
Feminists have balked, while others
have formed support groups in reaction to
this book that presents a collection of 35
rules for women searching for a husband.
The advice ranges from the somewhat
practical to the completely ridiculous.
Some highlights from the inane include:
Rule #3: Don't Stare at Men or Talk too
Much; Rule #5: Don't Call Him and
Rarely Return His Calls; and Rule #17:
Let Him Take the Lead.
Of course there are a few moments of
truth in this work, including Rule #23:
Don't Date a Married Man, but this obvious idea hardly merits inclusion in a book.
The section on rules for dating in college
warns women to be cautious when dating
as date rape has become an epidemic on
many college campuses. They encourage
women to be safe and to alays let their
friends know where they are going. This
turns out to be the only practical advicein
the entire book.
However, the authors attempt to justify their archaic thmking by insisting
that these tips definitely work. They even
admit that their tips might seem ridiculous or even offensive to readers, yet they
continue to spurt them out with the precision of a debutante.
Although the authors do not claim to
be therapists, (in fact, they encourage
reader not to share these Rules with their
shrinks), they present their arguments with
such assurance that a gullible reader might
actually fall for this 1950s dating rhetoric.
The Rules is written in an easy-toread format, allowing women quick reference to this guide for finding men. The
prose is simple, with short, to-the-point
sentences comprising most of the book.
However, these ridiculous statements,
such as women should not call men, are
justified with even more ridiculous examples and reasons.
The premise behind the book, one
promoting self love and respect for women
is noble, yet that idea manifests itself into
a monster, one that is detrimental to both
women and men. Women are portrayed as
mindless followers searching for little
else in life but their dream man. Men are
characterized as selfish stallions, out for
nothing more than themselves.
The authors lay out their plan for a
psychological game, one in which women
find men they love but do not express any
interest in them until the man shows his
interest first.
The bottom line: Women around the
country love this book. They have appeared on Oprah and gathered in groups
to discuss the elusive Rules. Perhaps it is
a longing for the past, a time of chivalry
that brings women flocking to bookstores.

Come say goodbye to
asst. god Jorge as he
departs for Italia at our
last Review meeting on
December 2 at 5:30 in
the Nest...and don't miss
your last chance to suck
up before elections!
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RESEARCH STUDY ON
BULIMIA AND BINGE EATING
Female volunteers who experience bulimia/binge eating/
compulsive overeating, or who have recovered from past
symptoms of bulimia, 18-45, in good medical health and

SAVE on Travel".
~

Save

15*
10*

Greyhound
Save

20*

fRF.NT A CAR
No 21-25 age fee,

No Add'l Driver's
Fee. free Unlimited

Miles, Special SA Rates

\u25a0gu
«

STUDENT
ADVANTAGE* MEMBER ID!

To Order,
Mel}

ijiAL w"

CALX

Sitet wv/w»studentadvantage.coffi

\u25a0
Accredited by the Middle Slates Association

\u25a0 Two 5-week sessions
\u25a0 More than 75 quality
education courses
\u25a0 French Immersion 3-week
\u25a0

Program
College Preview High School
Program

\u25a0

Pont-Aven Art Program

For information:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-4
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York 10165
Tel. (212)983-1414
Fax (212) 983-0444

Am

LTIU

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Noelle Lalley,
Psychiatry Research Unit, Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center, Boston at (617) 667-2113. Please
refer to the Research Unit Study.

A Delta Air Lines
Save

TH>j^^ENTALs|

not taking medications (including oral contraceptives), are
sought for a study being conducted by the Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center Psychiatry Research Unit.
Eligible Participants will receive $60 for the screening
visit an additional $ 150 for each of two overnight stays
at the Clinical Research Unit for the study of
psychological ratings and blood hormone response.

Eagle Sophomores, we

have the best selection
of large houses &
condos to fit any size
group or BUDGET.
Call us today.
We'll pick-up on
campus.

Web site -http://www.aup.fr
Email Summer@OUp.fr
\u25a0

REALTY

731-5333

Get Hooked up with your New apartment Today!

Classes for Irish Studies Department
Spring 1997
EN 444

WILL YOU LEAD
THE WAY?

Major Irish Writers
Dalsimer

ENSO7

Twentieth Century Irish Fiction T-Th
Morrison

The lacocca Institute

EN933

PhD Seminar
O'Leary

ENO9B/SLO6B

Continuing Modern Irish
O'Leary

invites you to participate in the premier
GLOBAL VILLAGE FOR FUTURE LEADERS
Summer 1997, Lehigh University

H5300.40

Study of Writing History:

T-Th

f

@

@

@

10:30

1:30

11-3

By Arrangement
T-Th

@9

@

Ireland 1770-1824
O'Neill

Open to college-age students, the Global Village
is an 8-week summer program dedicated to the
development of international business leaders
for the 21st century.
For information, please contact:
The Global Village Program
lacocca Institute, Lehigh
Bethlehem, PA 18015
email: village@lehigh.edu
Tel: (610)758-4440
Fax: (610)758-6550

j^

-fiS^^A

\u25a0^yBKj

HS4I9

Irish Nationalism
O'Neill

T-Th

HS6I7

The Historical Origins of
the Crisis in Northern Ireland
Hume and Savage

W @3-6

HS37B

Ireland Film and Fiction
Savage

T-Th

@3-5

SLO2B

Introduction to Modern Irish
Koch

T-Th

@9

MUO73

Irish Dancing
Smith

W

MUO7B

Traditional Irish Fiddle
Connolly

T

MUOB7

Tin Whistle
Ni Fhuarthain

T @6:30-8:30

E39E881E9
http://www.lehigh.edu/~inent/iacocca

1:30

@7-8:30

@6:30-8:30
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The Classifieds
Good kids! Good pay! Babysitter wanted for
occasional eves. Also needed for occasional
driving in afternoons. 964-3113.
Tired of Dorm Living? Live with a local
family for FREE! Perfect situation for BC
coed. 10 minute walk to campus. Live with
family. Babysit 6year old special needs girl
after school. Earn money. Private room and
bath. References required. Please call Alix:
Daytime 928-0010 or Evenings 332-5355.
Near CampusOccasional BabvsittiiigGfeaT
for BC coed. 10 minute walk from campus.
Babysit 6 year old special needs girl. Afternoons, Weeknites, and Weekends. Call Alix:
Day 928-0010 or Eves 3_32 5355.
Looking for a mother's helper. 4 family
with a4 yr. old girl 20 mos. old boy.Approx.
8-10 hrs./week. Tues./Thurs. AM ideal, but
flexible. Competitive wage. School of Ed
major preferred. We live 2 blocks fm. main
campus Please Call 244-9512
HELP Warned: Brookline family ( near T )
looking forloving, reliable individual for parttime childcare ( one child ) from early Jan.
through March 1997.3PM-7:3OPMMon-Fri.
good driving record, references.
Call Candy Altman 433-4594 (work) 734-7655 (home).
Don'i sleep your winter break away. ..Earn
$!! Ifyou love workingw/kids & have at least
2 wkdays, Parents in a Pinch has great jobs!
3 childcare refs reg! Call JOY 617-739-5437.
:

+

Childcare needed 2nd semesier: Approx. 15
hrs/wk, afternnons. Walking distance from
Newton Canjpus. Must drive, car available.
Responsible, mature, non-smoker. Hours:
MWF 3-5; T/TH 1-5 Call Valeric 244-8516.
leave message.
A student needed to supervise homework by
an Bth grader, assist with organizational skills
and time management. x 2a week. Call

Childcare needed Fit us into your schedule!
Seeking dependable female student to drive 2
great children home from Newton Centre
middle school oneor two afternoons/wk. Stay
2 or 3 hours and help with homework. $8/hr.
Please call Mollie (617)244-1408 evenings or
leave message.
Babysitter for 2 yr old needed. Easy walk to
campus. Call Novelle at 965-4329.

ANOTHER GREAT BC STUDENT
NEEDED to pick up 3 great kids from Newton
Highlands School. Tuesday and/or Thursday
afternoons. Car desirable. Call evenings 332-0306 Sue or David
Childcare needed Babysitting for 2 bright
and energetic boys ages
&"I4 in Newton
Centre. Transporation provided if needed. Sat.
evenings Dec 7 & 14th and some other Sat.
evenings throughout the year. Non-smoking,
references. an(j experience required. Please
call Mrs. Mandelbaum day/evening 332-0022.
Childcare needed for our 2 children,"B & 11,
3 aftemoons/wk in our Newton home near BC.
Good salary. Exper, car, ref. nee. 332-5733.
Make your plans now for~next semtvsler.
Sitter needed for 2 adorable girls, ages 6 & 8.
Definitely Tues fm 1:00-6:00and at least 1-2
other afternoons. On the D line. Knowledge of
Barbies. Friendship bracelets. & games a +.
Oppty for work over Xmas break, too. Call
Deborah @ 969-9654.

$1750/week possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info
call 202-298-1142.
Help Wanted Men/Women earn $480 weekly
assembling circuit "boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will
train. Immediate openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 Ext. C2OO.
Plan ahead! !! Spend your upcoming vacation
time earning up to $1450 participating in an 11
or 16 day full-time drug-free sleep research
study at Brigham & Women's Hospital. We
are seekingqualified MEN ages 18 to 30 only.
Study requires 3 week preparation period. Call
Gail now: 617-732-8093.
Real Estate agent wanted for busy Boston
office. RE license and car required. Will train.
Computer experience a plus. Call Andy 267-6655.
Delivery personal and waitstaff wanted for
part time jobflexible hours. No car needed for

Ginsbergs27-7404.

11

delivery position. $8.50 hour. Please call:

Nathan Risioli. MIT catering 84 Mass Aye.
MA 02139 (6171 253-5137.
Incredible new business opportunity and
deck fund-raiser. Telecommunicalinhs industry. Explosive earnings potential for yourself and/or your house. Set your own hours.
Check out site: www.ELA-3800.c0m or call
(888) ELA-3800 for free information.
Volunteers needed. Men/Women. Straights/
Lesbians. Researching the social foundations
of couple/genderbehavior. Looking for people
in stable relationships for in-depth interviews.
Call Mark 739-275 Serious inquiries only.
TUTORS to work 3-5 hours/wk afa Learning
Center in Newton: $15/hou- will train. Car
required. String professional commitment necessary. Call (617) 964-4485 or send resume by
fax (617)964-4485. ___ _
University Sales and Marketing is now hiring Graphic Designers. Excellent pay, must
be experienced. Call Now!! 236-5906 for interview.
GQ/Vogue Personalities needed for east coast
expansion of young, dynamic marketing co.
formfrs. Immed. careeropptys. 617-932-3993.
Fax resume: 617-937-3539. Attn: Eileen
?>.

TWELVE BED Great value for the dollar.
Walk to South Street from this 12 bed. 3
kitchens. 3 li yin" rooms, 3bath rooms, porches,
great location. S4oo+ per person.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
TWELVE BED MITwould certainly love to
call [his house a I'ral but it is BC territory. Huge
rooms, two kitchens, bathrooms galore, washer/
dryer, parking, and shuttle right out front,
makes this house a great place."s42s per person.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
TEN BED EXCLUSIVE! One of the best
house off-campus! Completelyrenovated, two
brand new kitchens, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces, loft,
hardwood floors, washer/dryer, parking, $460-$475 each. Good tenants only!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINEBED Great townhouses near Chansky' s,
new hardwood floors, modem kitchens, exposed brick, parking available, $425+ per person.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTEMBER 1997 HOUSES, APARTMENTS.
AND CONDOMINIUMS. ARE AVAILABLE TO BE SEEN AND RENTED!!
GREAT PLACES REALTY HAS ANY
GREAT PLACES FOR ALL OF YOUR
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!!!
GREATPLACES HAS THE MOSTLISTINGS AND THE BEST EXCLUSIVES!
GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREAT HOUSES, GREAT APARTMENTS, AND GREAT CONDOMINIUMS. CALL US NOW FOR THE BEST
AND GREATESTSELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 1997 LISTINGS. GREAT
PLACES REALTY RENTS GREAT
PLACES!!

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINE BED Located near Chansky's in a two
family brownstone in quiet neighborhood.
Hardwood floors. 2 modem baths". 2 modem
kitchens, incuzzis. parking $400-5450 each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
NINE BED Great location nearCityside lots
of bedrooms, hardwood floors, Ig ultra modem eat-in-kitchens, dw/disp.Cityside living in
the Circle! $385+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EIGHT BED Walk to BC. Big apartments in
a 2 family house. El cheapo per person, $350+
each. With this deal of a house there will be
plenty of $S$ left over for the meal plan!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REAETY 964-8900
EIGHT BED A brisk walk to BC and the
South St shuttle for those athletic types! Like
a fraternity althoughwall bashers are strongly
discouraged S3so+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
SEVEN BED Great house for great tenants,
off Sutherland Rd. in quiet neighborhood,
beautiful floors, three renovated bathrooms,
two kitchens, parking,laundry$425-s47seach.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREATPLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED EXCLUSIVE! Wonderfully stunning sky lighted loft duplex in pristine house
off 1700 block Comm. Aye., designer kitchen
and 2 baths, living room, dining room, fireplace, yard, parking, laundry andmuch more!
High on the hill, just like a Swiss chalet!
Guaranteed to please Mom & Dad. $475+
each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED Live in luxury! This house is off the
1600 block Comm. Aye, wall to wall carpet,
- two modem kitchens, 3 baths, washer/dryer in
the apartment, central a/c, parking, $400-$475
each. Only for the discriminating!!
GREAT PLACES RENTS"GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED A stone's throw from a slice ofpizza
at Blue-stone fjistro Renovated and new this
brick townhouse is just what the doctor ordered. Hardwood floors, carpet, 2kitchens. 3
baths, parkin;;. $425-$475 each.
GREATPLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
SIX BED EXCLUSIVE! Five minute walk to
BC Main gates. Located in the heart ofChesnut
Hill. Beautiful duplex in a 2 family, huge
modem kitchen. 2 baths, fireplace, laundry,
parking. Quiet tenants only!! $425-$475 each.
GItEAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PL\CES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EIVE BED EXCLUSIVE! Turn of the century Edwardian manor house, ballroom, 2 designer baths. 20 ft. ceilings. European kitchen
with balcony, fireplace,"skylighted loft bedroom with spiral staircase. Quiet tenants only!!
S2SSO.
GREAT PLACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EIVE BED EXCLUSIVE! Single family attached townhouse, two floors, 2 beautiful baths,
all white modem kitchen, cathedral ceilings,
fireplace, central a/c. laundry, parking, take
the T or drive to BC. $500 each. Beautiful
-

-

-

y

A\Ar

space.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED 1800 block Comm. Aye. Great
condo with two baths, huge amountsof space,
like having your own house, parking etc.,
$2300.

Save The People You Call Up To 44%.
For long-distance calls.
Savings based on a 3-min. ATAT operalor-dtaled
interstate ca,

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FIVE BED Come on down! toCityside! Great
apartment in brownstone on a great location.
Steps from Mary Ann's and the Circle. Great
kitchen with exposed brick! $400+ each.
GREAT PEACESRENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Off Comm Aye,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully modem kitchen and bath, laundry, very
sunny, porch, parking, exquisite $2400.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Lovely condominium in house.
Beautiful floors, ultra modern kitchen and
bath, pristine condition, laundry,parking, walk
to shuttle at Chansky's. $400+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REAETY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominiums on 1600 block Comm Aye.
large living room, modem kitchen, with dw/
disp. hardwood floors, great building,parking,
$410+ each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Sutherland Rd. four beds.
living room, eat-in-kitchen. modem bath, all
student building. $2000-$2200+.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED EXCLUSIVE! off Chiswick
Road, large and spacious, modern kitchen and
2 baths, fun and funky, unique condo. great
steal of a deal. $1800-52000.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Cityside Restaurant,
hardwood floors, modern kitchen, modem
bath, great location, parkins available.
523G O GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-89110
FOUR BED Walk to Chansky's! Nice apartment in good condition, good size bedrooms.
hardwood floors, porches and parking. $ 1600+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOUR BED Near Chansky's. cheap steal ofa
deal 1 Newly renovated, huge apartments, two
baths, [larking, all student building! $1700.

v
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GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES

GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
FOURBED EXCLUSIVE!! Very cute, very
modemand verysunny condo near Bluestone
Bistro, top floor, parking, laundry, $1400-$l6OO.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED EXCLUSIVE!! Designer tivingin charming BackBay style townhouse,on
BC shutde and T, exposed brick, 2 baths,
gourmet designer kitchen, yard with pado,
garage, living room, dining room, Fireplaces,
verycozy and unique! $2800.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES .
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
EXCLUSIVE!! Extraordinary,
unique, sumptuous and luxurious, 2 apartTHREEBED

ments availablein ClevelandCircle mini mansion. Architectural Digest living in the most
luxurious apartmentsanywherelßeautiful and

exquisite details. Only for the connoisseur!

Great location, Cleveland Circle! $475-$550

each.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Huge Victorian condo in popular student building near Chansky's, biggest
living rooms anywhere, alarmed, modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, deeded
parking, a deal! $375+-s4so+
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Top floor of
house near Greycl iff dorm, large living room,
dining room, eat-in-kitchen-porch, laundry,
parking,good tenants only! $2000.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Great apartment jn 2000 block Comm. Aye! Modem
kitchen and bath, top floor, elevator building,
$1675.

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREEBED Great apartment in condobuilding near Greycliff dorm, modem kitchen and
bath, hardwood floors, porch and laundry.
Walk to school $1650.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE Top floor in
elevator building near South St.. modern
kitchen and bath, hardwood floors, sunny,
laundry, $1675.
Dynamite three bed near2000
THREEBEDAye.
block Comm
greatkitchen with washer/
dryer, hardwood floors, good size rooms, per*
fect for four. SI SCO.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! Near Bluestone Bistro, on Chiswick Rd., ultra luxurious
condo,new wall to wall, beautifulkitchen with
ceramic tile floor & washer/dryer, beautiful
new bathrooms, a/c, parking, $1900.
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT

AT HOME REALTY...VOTED B.C.'s
BEST!...call 738-1820.
below...
Read about our great listings
IS BEDS.-Chestnut HillAye. near South St.
Rent all3 floors of this beautifully renovated
building. 3 baths, 3 new kitchens, jjorches,
large rooms, walk to school in minutes!...s6,9oo.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
14BEDS-.Collistonßd. Rent the wholehouse!
Totally redone and gorgeous! 4 baths, parking,
giganticrooms, 2new eat-in kitchens, porches super deal for a huge gr0up!...56,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
13-14 BEDS...Comm. Aye.at Chiswick. ElegantVictorian mansion! Two eat-in kitchens,
four full baths, parking, yard, laundry in the
house, one of the be5t!...57,995.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

12BEDS...WallingfordRd. house, absolutely
huge! Walkto theshuttlefrom tliis humongous
BCpad! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms,morer..s7,Boo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
11 BEDS...The heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large, renovated, 2 huge gourmet kitchens, 2
baths, full basement, awesome BC 10cati0n!...54,400.

AT HOME REALTY738-1820
11 BEDS.-.Entire ultra modem house on
Chiswick Rd. Skylights, gourmet kitchens,
parking, 5 bathrooms, 4 levels of
1uxury!...56,900.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
10 BEDS...Awesome BC party house on
Chiswick Rd! 2 kitchens, 6 parking, great
space for the boys to watch the gamelOne of
the biggest!...ss,6oo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9-10 BEDS...Crosby Rd., One of the prime
BC houses. 2 kitchens, 3 full baths, yard, 2
driveways means tons of parking! L0ca-

ti0n!...55,175.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

9-10 BEDS...Kinross Rd. near Bluestone Bistro. Huge house with3 baths, large rooms, lots
of common space. Recently fixedupandready
to g0!...55,400.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
9 BEDS...BIock 3 threebedroom units, one on
top of another in the awesome Beacon St.
building. Great alternative to renting a whole
house. Across from MaryAnn'5...54,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
8 BEDS...Gerald Rd. Super BC location, won't
last long.3 baths, 8 parking,gorgeous renovations, 21evels of

h0u5e!...55,350.

AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
Rd. 2 kitchens. 2 baths,
modem & clean, parking, super BC location,
won't last long...hurry!.:ss,doo.
8 BEDS...Rent two 4 bed units next to each
other @ Aye., Comm Aye. BC building
on Comm.
each w/ new kitchens,
baths, parking, hurry!...ss,ooo.
8-9 BEDS...Awesome house on Gerald Rd.
Ultra modem, 3 baths, tons of parking, laundry, be the envy of your friends in this one of
a kind beauty!...s6,oso
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Algonquin Rd., right across from
l
PC main gate 2 modem kitchens.4 baths, lots
of parking, yard, campus at your door-

8 BEDS...Crosby

1705-1711

1.5

step!...s4,fso:

AT HOME REALTY738-1820

7 BEDS...NewIy renovated. 3 level house oil
Comm. Aye. 3 full baths, parking, porch,

dining room super nice and tons of
space r:..53,00u.
AT HOME REALTY738-1820
7 BEDS...Single family house, 4 baths, 3
kitchens, porch, great Wallingford Rd. location. This nouse is awesome and can only be

$1800-S2OOO Quiet and serious tenants

7 BEDS...Lake St. single family house! 2 new
bathrooms, 6 parking, modem eat-in kitchen,
beautiful house, you can't get closer to
8C...53,800.

in°

"

GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THESE ARE JUST SOME OF OUR
RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1997. CALL US NOW FOR THE
BESTOFTHI
lATSAVAILABLEFOR YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!! GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT HOUSES. APARTMENTS.AND
CONDOS!! SEE WHY THE COMPETITION IMITATES GREAT PLACES. WE
OFFER THE BEST AND MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLE SERVICE.CALLUSTODAY!! WE

ARELOCAT
OCXS WEST
OF THE BC MAIN GATES, AT THE
CORNEROFMANETROADAND COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREAT PLACES REALTY
242 COMMONWEALTH AYE
CHESTNUT HILL
(617) 964-8900
GREAT PLACES REALTY
964-8900

and
SEPTEMBER '97 APARTMENTS
ready to be seen & rented
HOUSES
TODAYiWhoIe house.lg apart in
houses...great 2, 3, & 4 bedroom units in the
best B.C: buildings.
CALL TODAY!& We'll
&
...

pick you up showyou LARGEST BEST
selection of awesome off-campus places. No
other rental office can come close to what we
will offer you.

seen through u5!...54,600.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
7 BEDS...Victorian mansion on Comm. Aye.
Huge gourmet kitchen, 2 full baths, porch,
irking, laundry in the unit,on the shuttle near

g luestone. hurry!...54,600.

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820

AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820

BEDS...Wallingford Rd. luxury
townhouse! Multi-levels,all new renovations.
3 full baths, 4 parking, stepsto shuttle...$4.100.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6-7 BEDS...Leamington Rd. multi-level,ultra
modem townhouse! 3 baths, parking, huge loft
room, 2 kitchens, awesome p1ace!...54,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Comm. Aye. house near Chiswick.
All new modem kitchen, 2 baths, porch, yard,
working fireplace, a beauty...s3,soo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Ayr Rd. at Cleveland Circle. Newly
renovated with huge modem kitchen, large
6-7

bedrooms, full basement,
tion 111 ..$2,400.

spacious,

5

CummingsRd. 3 baths, w/d,

fireplaces, alarm,
yard, A.C., w0w!...52,600.
Cheapest 5
5 BEDS-Foster St. Walkto
bedroom apartment in town. Large house,
parking, a steal at $1,400.
AT HOMEREALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...The largest and nicest 4 beds are at
Comm. Aye.and we've got 'em!
best
won't
Gorgeous,
location,

class!

1705-1711

last..liurryL.s2,2oo.
ATTIOME REALTY 738-1820
through us only! 16804 BEDS...Exclusive
-1682 Comm. Aye.Totallyrenovatedandextra
huge! One of the best BC buildings. Modern,
sunny, awesome!...s2,ooo-$2,400.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4BEDS...Moreexclusives! 1653-1661 Comm.
Aye.Humongousrooms, very modem, on the
shuttle, full of BC people, very desirable location!...s 1,900-$2,300.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
4 BEDS...Giant selection on Cummings &
Egremont Rd. 2 baths, large kitchens, porches,

cheap!...sl,6oo.
£t HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...Best deal in town! Egremont &
Cummings Rd. extra large & cheap! Sunny &
modern..Tsl,27sAT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 8ED5...1653-1661 Comm Aye. Enormous
rooms, best BC building, Always gone early
so hurry for this super BC pad!... 51,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 8ED5...1932.1942, and 1950 Beacon St.
Best Cleveland Circle building. Nice, clean
units, 2 baths, large rooms, great selection.
Hurry!...sl,4oo-1,800.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
3 BEDS...TOO many to list! Sutherland Rd.,
Town Estates, Gerald Rd Foster St., South
St., Collision Rd, Beacon St., name it!
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
Hundreds more! Apartments in house, large
apartments in buildings, luxury condos. Nobody can match our enormous selection and
greatservice. Call today. We will pick you up
and show you all the great BC places. WE
SPECIALIZE IN LARGE GROUPS! 738-1820...AT HOME REALTY...73B-1820...V0TEDBC'S BEST!!
Have a place to live nextyear? NEXT MOVE
REALTY has plenty of places for you
but
not for long! Aseveryone knows,the best houses
parking,super nice, super

...

go quickly, so make your next move to be in our
office as soon as possible, so that you and your
friends don't miss out on livingwhere \ou wantto
offers the
nextyear. THENEXTMOVEREALTY
Best Apartments the Best Service and the Best
deals! Located right ACROSS THE STREET!
Two doors westof White Mountain Cremery.
Next MoveRealty 527-6655
27A Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill.
MA 02167 Ph0ne:(617)527-6655
Awesome 10-bed house close to campus,
huce apartments, 5 baths, $350-5400 each.
*NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
Fabulousall-new 5-bed house, 3 baths, great
party room in basement! Huge rooms, enormous space, on shuttle,$385 each lor 6. 5460

for 5.

NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655
to campus heat

2-bed apartments close

in-

cluded, groupingallowed, clean & spacious,
Vof-,Mchfor4.

PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED EXCLUSIVE! On Chiswick
Rd, in brownstone, pristine condition, great
kitchen andbath, porch and sunroom,parking,
quiet tenants only. $400-$450
GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT

PLACES
GREAT PLACES REALTY 964-8900
THREE BED Ultraluxuryliving in contemporary townhouse style apartments. For the
discriminating palate only! Located off the
1600 Block Comm Aye. these duplexes offer
the best of all modem amenities?wall to wall,
central a/c. fireplaces, Jacuzzis, garage park-

mMMMMMBm
BEDS...Exclusive luxury townhouse on

loca-

AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
6 BEDS...Chiswick Rd., Renovated house,
painted & clean, multi-levels, huge rooms,
parking, great BC place, onthe shuttle.. .$4,500.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS...Slrathmore Rd., at Beacon St. Beautiful luxury rehab with all new modem kitchen,
2 full baths, extra spacious & ready!...53,200.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
sBEDS...Theheart
of ClevelandCircle! Huge
eat-in kitchen, lull basement, extra Ig rooms,
oneofbestßCbuildings&locations!...s2,ooo.
AT HOME REALTY 738-1820
5 BEDS... Beautiful bldg on Colliston Rd.
Modem eat-in kitchen, fireplace, lots of space,
just renovated, looks great!...52,400

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3-bed house on Crosby, parking, clean, huge
Ivn room w/firephicc. Jinnm room. 5420 each
for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
3-bed apartments in Cleveland Circle,
great location, $370 each for 5, heat

included.

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed house near Cleaveland Circle, 4 parking, clean, $450 each for 5.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
8-bed house on Crosby for $5000. bay windows, new kitchens, parkingfor 6.
NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655

INCREDIBLE 5-bed apartment in house, 2

baths, Jacuzzi, central air, 2,400 square feet,
parkingfor 4, will be all brand new! $400 each

for 10.

NEXTMOVE REALTY 527-6655

3 & 4 bed apartments in Claridge House,
dishwasher/disposal. 1400+ square feet, park-

ing available, $375 each tor 4.
NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed apartment near Chansky \s, backporch,

parking available, dishwasher/disposal, $365

NEXT MOVE REALTY 527-6655
4-bed apartments on Comm Aye, spacious,
1.5baths, back porch, parking available, heat
included, $440 each for 5.

NEXTMOVE REALTY527-6655

Stop in Located ACROSS THE STREET
two doors west of White MountainCreamery. NEXT MOVE REALTY 27AComm.
Aye. Chestnut Hill. 527: 6655.
-

"Beat the Clock" On all 9/1 apartments.

I

have the BEST and LARGEST selection
available. ALL SIZES. Call me and I'll
discount the fee. Roy 446-9977.
THE BEST SEPT '97 RENTAL SEASON
IS HERE. Bay Realty's 14th year at Boston
College: Now is thetime to rentthat apartment
or house you want to live in next year. Don't
wait! Remember, Big houses/apts. will be
gone by December. Weare BC's fargestrental
agency and have themost exclusive listingsin
the area. Tell us what
want and we will get
it for you. We specialize in large groups and
pick you up on campus to view apartwe
ments or houses. Call 782-6666 askfor Ken

you

will

Glass, Mgr.

ijMißTiinini*"""""""" B
METRO REALTY CORP. has the nest off
campus rentals. Some houses have already
been rented. Call now for current listings and
to see apartments. Ask for Sara or Lex 232-2255.
Sept Apts
?

BAYTIEALTY
782-6666

BAY REALTY
REALTY RESOURCE ASSOCIATES

INC. 617-730-5300 SEPTEMBER '97
RENTALS We are the best source for BC
students or apartments, houses, or condo
rentals. We have the best selection and

largest apartments availablewithin walking
distance to BC, the T, or shuttle bus. DonT
wait until nextyear, call us today and make
an

appointment, or come to our office in

Allston at 1340A Comm Aye.Tel. 617-730-5300. WE'RE OPEN 7 DAYS!
Sept Best Selections
782-6666

BAY REALTY

HILLSIDE PKUFEKIItS, Inc.
738-0101
THE BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT
HOUSING SPECIALIST
Attention Sophomores: Discounted fees, Call
today for best selections. Don't miss our!!!
Crosby Rd, Algoquin, South Street Foster St,
Gerald St., Southerland, Strathmore,
Cummings Rd., CALL NOW FOR YOUR
SELECTIONS!!!

128R... Beautifulbrick house on shuttle bus.
2 Kitchens, 4 Baths, Lots of Charm, Best
money can buy...sBooo.
12 8R... Whole house, 2 Full Kitchens, 3
Baths, 5 Mins walk to Shuttle Bus. Typical
Frat House, DON'T MISS OUT, PARTY

PEOPLE!...S7BOO
10 BR...Stunning

10 BR on Shuttle, Brand
new D/D, 4 Full Baths, Skylights,Beautiful
kitchen, lots ofparking...s7ooo.
8 BR...Beautiful whole house, quiet street, 2
Full kitchens, 5 mins walk to campus, lots of

THE HEIGHTS

AmWMMMMMim
places.CallGreenlineßealtyat6l7-731-5434.

No appointment needed...|ust drop in! Read
about ourgreat listings below:..
15 BEDS.-Beacon St. (Near Store 241. Rent
all 3floors of this soon to be renovated building. 3 kitchens, 6 baths and large rooms..better
view than the Top of the Hub...52600 each
floor.
14BEDS...CollistonRd. Rent thewholehouse!
Totally redone andgorgeous! 4baths, parking,
gigantic rooms, 2 new eat-in kitchens, and
porches. Monster!...s6soo or $3300 each side
(7 beds).

12BEDS...WalIingfordRd.House...abso!utely
huge! Step to the shuttle from this massive
abode! Extra large rooms, 2 kitchens, multibathrooms, more! $7400 all utilities included.

(Home of Pete the Greek).
11 BEDS...modem townhouse onComm Aye.
great space & location...livelike a Bostonian!
$6400 or $2200 each level (two 4 beds, one 3
bed).

10 BEDS...NewIy remodeled mansion on
Chiswick! Breathtaking detail...by appointment only! $7000.
9-10 BEDS...Legendary
house on
Kinross...Otis Day & the Knights favorite
place to p1ay...56200.
9 BEDS...Couldn't ask for abetter location. A
4 1/2 and a 5 bedroom apartmentright around
the comer from Mary Ann's.Accesible to the
C and D lines and the BC shuttle. Huge park
with basketballand tennis courts at the end of

thestreet!...s23oo
8 BEDS...The heart of Cleveland Circle! Incredible location, incredible price! Two four

bedroom apartments, one on top of the other,
directly across from the Cityside Bar & Grill.
$2500 and $1700!!!
8 8ED5...8 bed onWallingford Rd. All wecan
say is that their ain't nothm' better. Comfortably holds people. Modemkitchen & dishin the apt. (not coin
washer,
operated).Has a full dining room. Spread out

11
washer/dryer

over 3 levels. Has an outside deck, and ALL
WE REPEAT, ALL UTILITIES ARE INCLUDED!!! (heat, hot water, and electricity)
Will be gone in a matter of day5...54200.
6 BEDS?..CooI 6bed on the Right of South St.
Easy walking or biking distance to BC (unless
aresuper lazy).So nice, we
rent itto
U students. To cheap to 1i5t...52700.
4BEDS...Smackdab on Strathmoreßd., Beauable...s26oo.
tiful brownstone...superb uniquedetail, pahkin
5 8ED...0n aquiet st. larger, modem, kitchen,
inc.Don't miss this one $2300.
4 BEDS...Great home on Gerald. Suburban
good for 6 people, heat and hot water included...s2soo.
feel...twoseconds from the city! Maybe some
4 8R...1n House. Ultra Modem, Wall to Wall,
pahkin; inc. This apartment'is so'close to
Modern kitchen, 2 baths, skylights in the BR.
campus you will have to think of new excuses
washer& dryer in unit.Parking, Fully Alarmed,
to play hooky.and 0n1y...52300.
BeM money can buy!! Good for 6
4 BEDS...Commonwealth Aye., Location,
pe0p1e...52400.
location, location!!! Plenty of space... cabin
4 BR...Beautiful,In House, Lots of Sun, Modfever is impossible with a living iv.
&
em Kitchen and Bath, Washer
dryer.Plenty \u25a0 this...yours for the low price of ...$2lOO.
of Storage, Minutes to school. Good for o
3 BEDS?.Cityside at ClevelandCircle-Block
pe0p1e...52200.
them anywayyou like...we onlyhave a few left
4 BR...Exlra large, hardwood floors, comso don't delay...this could be yourhappy hour!
kitchen
pletely redone, bay windows, modem
dirt cheap..s1 600-$ 1900 (good for up to 5).
and bath, on shuttle, great view, many avail2 BEDS...Commonwea!th Aye...Allmodern
able..s2ooo.
porch, heat inc. & laundry. Cute, cozy. & only
4 8R...0n Comm. Aye., Claridge House.
erica for 4).
Working Fireplace, Parking, parking...slBoo.
2 hods...Sutherland Rd...What more do you
and
house,
bath,
4 8R...111
Brand Newkitchen
want? Everything modern, dishwasher dislard wood firs, porches, parking. 3 units availposal, Cityside, Pino's. C line, D line. BC
1able,
CALL
NOW
FDR YOUR
shuttle, heat, hot water,...too much
GROUP...SI7OO.
information...going to explode!!! $1350.
4 BR...Extra large, Modem kitchen and bath,
GREENLINE REALTY
2 full baths, porch, laundry, on shuttle bus,
1956 Beacon St. at Cleveland Circle
$425perperson...$1700
(617)731-5434.
3 8R..0n shuttle, large, hardwood floors,
The preceeding is just a sampling of what we
modem kitchen, 0n1y...5900
have.. Many more exclusive listing.. We are
3 BR...Across from school, In house. Modern
the Baskin Robins ofBC apartmentrentals!!!!!
knelien. 1&halfbath. plenty of parking. Good
Female roommate wanted: Availablefrom
for 5 pe0p1e...52250.
the 12th of December Luxurious two bed3 8R...0n Comm. Aye. On shuttle,EIK, D/D.
room, apt inTownestate Condo. Walk to BC.
Hardwood F100r5...51700.
Dishwasher/Disposal. Ht/Hw, gas included.
3 8R...1n Town estates, WAV, Modernkitchen,
Parking
avail. $623. Dec. Free. Call 789-4404
D/D, 2 full baths, parking, swimming pool,
cable TV, nlenty of storage, walk to
school... $1450.
3 BR...Extra large, on shuttle bus, HardWWW.SUCCESS.ORG Free business eduwood floors,modern kitchen andbath, porch,
cation from the American Success Institute.
prkg available, laundry, only $325
Entrepreneaurshipand real estate courses, articles, FAQ's. Retire rich in ten years. Also
m0nth...51375.
LOTS MORE AVAILABLE!!! CALL
French/Spanish versions.
AT
NOW 731-0101 LOCATED
1694
Computers-Lowest prices for students! NoteCOMM. AYE.
books-PCs-Printers. Pentium NEC, AST, T.I.
The most Sept houses
Acer. 1-3 yr warrantys. Call for prices at IBAY REALTY
to;
-800-696-2309
or
email
782-6666
complete3 @aol.com.
Subletter needed ASAP tor apt. on comm.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT Aye. Right on the T. $309 a month ht/hw
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching basic conAvail until9/1/97 Call 562-8275.
included
versational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
ON-LINEREALTYThe BestBC Apartments
.Korea. No teacningbackground or Asian lan6 Homes 731-5333.
guages required. For info, call: (206) 971campus,
room,
bedroom,
Walk to
living
1 nree
-3570 ext. J50387.
dining room, hardwood floors, modem eat in
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING barn up to
&
kitchen, parking. utilities included. Walk to
$2000+/month. World travel. Seasonal &fullcampus $2100. On Line Realty 731-5333
positions. No exp. necessary. For info.
time
Wny share a room: Have your own private
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50387.
Having trouble making ends meet? Free
room. Cleveland Circle-Beacon St. Brookline.
January
Kitchen privileges,
utilities
included.
financialassistance for Sophomores, Juniors,
occupancy - $500 month. Parking extra. FeSeniors, and Graduate Students. Contact the
male only. Call 566-2015.
FinancialAssistance Office at (80Q) 819-6829.
seeking one remaie, own room, available
Body fat distribution and risk of breastcannow, great roommates.
cer study needs non-smoking Af-Am female.
18-36, no estrogens, non veg, Receive $100.
$400 per month includes heat and hot water.
Call Beth 914-967-0118.
Ongoing till 5/98. Pass the word! #617-636in
exchange
FREE ROOM ANDBOARD
-08 ft.
for 15-20 hours ofchildcare/household help.
Homes close toB.C. Call NOWforand semester placement. Student Housing Exchange.
Thinkpad 355CS with3 yr warranty.
IMB
277-6420
$ 1500 or best offer. Call Harj 731 -0101.
Greenline kealty has the apartments ana nouses
Car for Sale 1989 Subaru GL sedan. Grey.
that you want.. .It is only a phone call away.
74500 miles, Automatic.Power window/door
We will pickyou up and show you the largest
lock, Only $3000 or b/o. Call 789-4404.
and best selection of great BC off campus
parking, CALL NOW $4000.
5 BR...Chiswick Rd? Ultra modem, 2 Full
Baths, Good for 8 people, Plenty of parking.. .$3500.
6 8R...0n shuttle bus, in building. Ultra Modem, Cable TV, 3 Full 8ath5...52500.
5 BR...Extra large in Cleveland Circle, hardwood floors, 2 full baths, parking avail-

won't
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The Boston College Tech Products Store

|el]% tale lip
,
?
?

Bring your old personally-owned computer equipment to
the Tech. Distribution Center, Service Building, room 03
from 9:30 AM-1:00 PM on:

voucher for the value of your old equipment to
use towards the purchase of any new Apple, IBM, Zenith
?or Hewlett-Packard product in the Tech Products Store!

?

Receive

Prayer/Penance Service:

?
?

frid-iy, Ikembeif lib

:

,

University Chaplaincy
Advent/Christmas Schedule 1996

a

?

Advent Evening Prayer:
?

m
?

Chorale Concert:
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Special Campus
Christmas Masses

Trade Upl

-

-

-

Prices are fixed

by

CX

Exchange prior lo Trade

Up. Prices are subject to

change without

notice, and assume that a system and/or printer traded in is in proper working condition.
Certain rules

apply. Questions? Call (617) 552-8563.

-

...

SPRING BREAK TRIPS Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Best Prices, Best
Parties, GROUPDISCOUNTS.SpaceisIimited, for free brochures. CALL TODAY 1-

-80Q-959-4SUN.

-

#

Dance Ensemble:

Don't forget to stop by the Tech
Products Store, Gasson Hall 15,
to pick up your Trade Up
Packets 'which includes a
Statement of
Ownership that must
completed in full
PRIOR to theactual

December 2,1996 A Prayer/Penance
service will be held at 5:00 p.m. in
Gasson 100.
December 2, 9, 16, 23rd 7:30p.m.
Services will be in the Basement Chapel
ofSt Ignatius. Reconciliation Service on
December 16th.
December 7th Bp.m. Trinity Chapel,
Newton. December Bth 2p.m. Trinity
Chapel, Newton.
"A Dancer's Christmas" at Robsham
Theater. Artistic Director-Fr. RobertVer
Eecke. December 13, 14th Bp.m.
December 15th 2p.m. December 20,
21st -Bp.m. December 21st2p.m. children's performance.
December 22nd 2p.m.
December 15,1996
O'Connell House 9:30 p.m.
Trinity Chapel, Newton 9:00 p.m.
St. Ignatius 9:00 p.m. (Upper Church)
Sunday, December 17th.
Preparing food: 12:00-3:00 p.m.
Depart for Shelter: 4:00 p.m.

Spring Break '97 Earn a FREE trip and
CASH! Lowest prices to Florida, Cancun,
Jamaica, & Carnival Cruises. CAMPUS REPS
WANTED.Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-7007.
LARGEST SIUDENI TRAVEL PLANN.ER on East Coast looking for Campus Rep
to promote Kodak SPRING BREAK trips
"Guaranteed"lowest package prices and best
incentives. You handle thesales... we handle
the bookkeeping. Cancun,Nassau, Jamaica, S.
Padre, Orlando,& Key West. EARN BIG $$
AND/OR FREE TRTP(S)
GREAT FOR
RESUME!!! 1-800-222-4432.
SPRING BREAK '97! Cancun, Bahamas,
&
Jamaica Florida. EARNFREE TRIPS &
CASH. Call 1-800-700-0790.
***3() Shopping Days Left! Now is the time
to guarantee the lowest rates andbest hotels
for Spring Break. Leisure Tours has pack-&
ages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Florida. 800-838-8203.

Christmas Dinner for
Homeless at Shattuck
Shelter:

ScienceTutor: recent BC gradwithdegree in
Biology! Tutor intro bio, genetics, organix,
labs, more. Reasonable fates. Free advice.
789-3658.

25,1996
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UGBC Communicator

The 10th Annual
Breaking the Barriers Ball
Friday, December 6
6pm-12am
O'Connell House $8
To benefit the
Carol DiMaiti Stuart Foundation

UGBC Pub Series
Friday, December 6
Bpm-12am
The Rat-Lyons Cafeteria
$3 in advance $5 at the door
Featuring Moe with Muditens

Happy
Thanksgiving ! !!
I
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Monday,25

Novembr

6:45 PM

Anytime Throughout the Week
Tickets Available for Grad Students for "Late Nite Catechism"
Church of All Nations 333 Tremont Street
Tickets are $17. Sponsored by IREPM. Call Donna at 552-8440.
-

Anytime Throughout the Week
Applications-1 st Year Assistant Coordinators, Advisory Board
O'Connell House 109, Rubenstein D-41, 90 STM 214
Sponsored by the First Year Assistant Office. Call for information.

Asian Christian Fellowship Meeting in St. Joseph's Chapel
Sponsored by ACE Contact Jihae Chung at 656-4107 for info.
-

7:00 PM
Environmental Action Center Meeting- in Devlin 117
Sponsored by EAC. Contact Sarah Gaudette at 730-5863 for info.

10:00 AM?4:OO PM
Cookies and Cards
Women's Resource Center-McElroy 213
Sponsored by WRC. Call 552-3489 for info.

1:30 PM
Women's Health Series: Therapeutic Massage Techniques
WRC-McElroy 213
Sponsored by WRC. Call 552-3489 for more info.
7:00 PM?9:OO PM
"Come and See: An Inquiry Program into Catholicism"
St. Mary's Hall
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Contact Tony at 783-9489for info.
7:30 PM
Habitat for Humanity Meeting in Merkert 127
Sponsored by Habitat for Humanity. Call Courtney at 656-8181.
7:30 PM?9:OO PM
Career Center Resume Writing Outreach-Cabaret Room
Sponsored by the Career Center. Call 552-3430 for more info.

5:00 PM? 6:OO PM
Sciences Association Meeting in Cushing 333
Sponsored by A&S Assoc. Contact Kirn at 655-5854 for info.
Arts

&

5:00 PM? 7:OO PM
Intercultural Cafe: OLAA
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Sponsored by the Intercultural Office. Call 552-8005 for info.
6:30 PM
Irish Society General Meeting in Higgins 307
Sponsored by Irish Society. Contact Helen at 655-7903 for info.

8:00 PM? 9:OO PM
Hula Night-McElroy 208
Sponsored by Hawaii Club. Call Kekui at 655-4383.

3:00 PM
U. of Melbourne Info Session on Study Abroad-Higgins 304
Sponsored by OIP. Call 552-3827 for more info.

6:00 PM

Murray House AH-You-Can-Eat Spaghetti Dinner
$2. Sponsored byMurray House. Call 552-8460 for more info.

5:30 PM? 7:OO PM

Amnesty International Meeting in Gasson 204
Sponsored by Amnesty. Call Ivanna at 264-9938 for information.
6:45 PM
Asian Christian Fellowship Meeting in St. Joseph's Chapel
- Sponsored by ACE Contact Jihae Chung at 656-4107 for info.

7:00 PM
LGBC Weekly Meeting-McGuinn 3rd Floor Lounge
Sponsored by LGBC. Contact Michael at 578-0771 for info.

-
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7:00 PM
Environmental Action Center Meeting- in Devlin 117
Sponsored by EAC. Contact Sarah Gaudette at 730-5863for info.
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2:00 PM
Concert: Christmas in Ireland, with Musical Ambassador
Tommy Mackem-Gasson 100
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-4843''for more info.
Deadline: Housing Request for Extension or Early Arrival
Housing Office, Rubenstein Hall
Residence Halls close at 5:00 PM on Thitrs., Dec. 19 and re-open
January 12. Sponsored by U. Housing. Call 552-4727 for info.

7:00 PM

Stylus Meeting-McElroy 127
Sponsored by Stylus. Call Jim at 552-3506 for more info.

7:00 PM? 9:OO PM
Kwanzaa Dinner and Celebration in Heights Room
$5. Black Student Forum. Call Kashleigh at 656-5937 for more info.
8:00 PM
BC Concert Band's Annual Holiday Concert-Gasson 100
Sponsored by BC Concert Band. Call Cathi at 552-3018 for info.
8:00 PM?10:00 PM

Thursday Night at the McElroy Cafe: The Heightsmen
Sponsored by CIA. Call 552-8005 for more information.
8:30 PM
Black Campus Ministry Bible Study-Lyons 316
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Call Rev. McLendon at 2-3475 for info.

3:00 PM? 4:l5 PM

"Stressbusters...Coping with Exams," Led by Polly Francisco
Gasson 215
Sponsored by U. Counseling Services. Call 552-3927for info.

4:00 PM
Info Meeting: Study in Bath at Advanced Studies in England
Dunkin' Donuts-McElroy
Sponsored by International Programs. Call at 552-3722 for info.
7:00 PM? 9:OO PM
"Come and See: An Inquiry Program into Catholicism"
St. Mary's Hall
Sponsored by Chaplaincy. Contact Tony at 783-9489 for info.
7:30 PM
Habitat for Humanity Meeting-Merkert 127
Sponsored by Habitat for Humanity. Call Courtney at 656-8181.

I

2:30 PM?4:OO PM
Women's Health Series: Info on Anorexia with Sue Christopherson
WRC-McElroy2l3

Sponsored by WRC. Call 552-3489 for more

information.

3:00 PM? 4:l5 PM
"Stressbusters...Coping with Exams-Gasson 215
Sponsored by U. Counseling Services. Call 552-3927 for info.
6:00 PM

Amnesty International Meeting in Gasson 204
Sponsored by Amnesty. Call Ivanna at 264-9938 for more Info.

1:00 PM? 2:OO PM

Friday Prayers in O'Connell House 102
Sponsored by ISSBC. Contact Hasan Fitaini at 621-9960 for

info.

4:15 PM
Music at Tea-Time: Messiah Sing, BC Symphony Orchestra
Gasson 100
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-4843 for more information.
10:30 PM?l2:3O PM
AH-You-Can-Eat Pancake Breakfast at Murray House
$2 forbreakfast. Sponsored byMurray House. Call 552-8460for

info.

7:00 PM
Concert: Chamber Music Society, Directed by Sandra Hebert
Gasson 100
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-3018 for more information.
8:00 PM

Harpsichord Dedication Recital-St. Mary's Chapel
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-4843 for info.
2:00 PM

University Chorale Christmas Concert, directed by John Finney
Trinity Chapel, Newton Campus
Sponsored by Music Department. Call 552-4800 for tickets and info.

